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Tufts Students March for
Abortion and Women’s Rights
by ANNA GEORGE
Daily Editorial Board

WASHINGTON, D.C. -HundredsofTufts students,holding banners and shouting “Tufts
Pro-Choice,” marched down
Constitution Avenue yesterday
with hundreds of thousands other
marchers in a massive demonstration of support for women’s
rights and legalized abortion.
Phom by Denise Dmwer
The march, entitled “March
Students from Northeastern, Boston University, the University of
New Hampshire, and Tufts participated in an annual design for Women’s Equality and
Women’s Rights,” was organized
competition at Tufts this weekend.
by the National Organization for
Women in support of approval of
the Equal Rights Amendment and
in protest of the possibility of the
Supreme Court’s overturning the
1973 Roe vs. Wade decision lecular plates which fit into the galizing abortion.
by DAVID SPIELMAN
steel pieces. The rope, which was
In two and a half weeks the
Daily Editorial Board
run through a hole in part of the Supreme Court will hear arguNortheastern University won device, was held by three pins ments in a Missouri case on a
restrictive abortion law. Many
the annual design competition at and two metal pieces.
He said that the user of the believe that the justices will use
Tufts this Saturday after battling
students fiom the University of devicepulls on a lever attached to the case, Webster vs. ReproducNew Hampshire, Boston Univer- the pins to slow the device from tive Health Services,to allow states
sity and Tufts over the best design descending on the rope and re- more regulation of abortion, or
for a device to permit a descent leases the lever to speed up the will do so in future cases.
descent.
The ERA, first introduced in
on a 1,000 foot rope.
“We all worked together pretty the 1970s, failed to be approved
Each team, consisting of four
students, except for Northeast- well. Towards the deadline, we by the required number of state
ern, which was working with a were getting a little nervous, but legislaturesto become part of the
three-personteam,worked for five I guess that could be expected,” U.S. Constitution. The ERA was
reintroduced to Congress for
hours to design a device which Toma said.
The Tufts team was chosen consideration earlier this year.
would allow a mountaineer to
rappel down a 1,000 foot rope after a qualifying competition
Over 3,000buses were disemunder certain conditions of du- during which students had to build barking marchers at Robert E
ress and be able to control the rate a device from index cards, rubber Kennedy Memorial Stadium
of descent, according to Tufis team bands and paper clips which could throughout the day. At 2:45, rally
hold an egg and roll down a ramp organizers estimated the crowds
member Lee Toma.
The requirements for the deat 600,000, but the Associated
sign were explained to the teams see DESIGN, page 16
Press reported that law enforceat 9:30 a.m. on Saturday. The
teams made their designs between
10 a.m. and 3 p.m. and then premtedthe final design to thejudges
MOSCOW (AF’)-- Soldiers
Georgia is the third Soviet
at 4 p.m.
charged thousands of protesters republic where authorities have
Each member of Northeast- in the Georgian capital early
brought in troops and tanks to
ern’s team won $400, as well as
Sunday, and at least 16 people quell disturbances in the past year.
. $1,OOO for Northeastern’s engi- were lulled in a crushing melee Similar measures were taken to
neering design program.
Toma felt the Northeastem team of clubs, shovels, sticks and stones, quell ethnic unrest last year in
the republics of Armenia and
won partly because they presented official sources and activists said.
“They threw themselves on Azerbaijan.
a cardboard model of their design
our people like beasts, and our
In an attempt to prevent futo the judges, “which helped them
people couldn’t do anything,” said ture unrest, the SovietPresidium
in the competition.” He was unable Leda Archvadze in a telephone
on Saturday passed a decree
to explain the Northeastern de- interview from Tbilisi, capital of
making it illegal to insult or dissign, as he felt they did not ex- the southern republic that lies on credit the government. It also
plain it well enough in their pres- the Turkish border.
mandated fines and prison terms
entation.
The official Tass news agency for those who call for the overToma described the Tufts said a curfew was in effect Sunthrow of the government,among
device as a “strange-looking day night. Residents flew black
other things.
design.” He said the device was flags in mourning, troops and
Ms. Archvadze and another
primarily made up of two stain- tanks reportedly patrolled the
activist estimated 10,000people
less steel sections 1 inch by 8 streets, and activists called for a
were in Lenin Square when solinches and a number of semicir- general strike.
diers moved in at 3 a.m.
One activist said 50 people
Ms. Archvadze said her infordied in theclash in Lenin Square. mation came from her brotherTension has been building in in-law, Svyad Gammsachurdia,
I
Georgia since Tuesday, when a member of the Helsinki Watch
FEATURES:Cuba’sPride a d J o y
thousands of hunger strikers and Committee in Tbilisi, who witCuban Lecture
p.11
protesten began pressing demands nessed the clash. He was arrested
for independence from the So- at his home several hours later,
ARTS: Not Flesh, but Purple Crayonviet Union. Georgian national- she said.
‘Mates in the Chapel
p.15
istscontendthatunderMoscow’s
Tass said local officials orSP0RTS:Trinity Plays D i v i n e l y
central control, Russians have dered troops to clear the square
Men‘s Lacrosse
p. 17 encroached on their indigenous after protest organizers “began
culture, language, politics and to declare plans to seize power.”
SPORTS:Lowe Scores Higheconomy.
“They kindled inter-ethnic strife
Women’s Lacrosse
p.17
They also accuse the Kremlin and called for the elimination of
SPRING FLING COLJNTDOWNof fomenting unrest among Soviet power in Georgia, the
19 Days Left
Georgia’s ethnic Abkhazians, who creation of a provisional govemare demanding more autonomy. ment of therepublicand its with-

Tufts Hosts Design
Cornpetition

ment agencies estimated the crowd
at 300,000 during the afternoon.
The organizers were conducting
their own petition drive with signup sheets to verify to total attendance.
The assembly site for the march
was the Washington Monument.
At the monument, Sarah Weddington, the attorney in Roe vs.
Wade,addressed the crowd, “We
are here to say that Roe vs. Wade
was right, and you shall not change
it. History will not record our
names, but the nation will not
forget our presence here today.”
The master of ceremonies,
NOW Executive Vice President
Patricia Ireland, announced before the march that there were
also many international coalitions
present, including marchers from
Japan, Brazil, South Africa and
Mexico. Numerous labor unions,
gay and lesbian groups, animal
rights organizationsand political
parties also participated in the
march.
“They march because they
know what happens in this country have reverberations around
the world,” Ireland said.
She added that there were
simultaneous demonstrations
taking place in front of U S .
embassies around the world, including Bonn, Paris, Stockholm
and Oslo.
Lenore Feldman, president of
the National Council of Jewish
Women, said, “If one woman
can make a difference, .100,000
can make an impact.”
Executive Director of the
American Civil Liberties Union

16 Killed in Soviet Unrest

I
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drawal from the U.S.S.R.,”Tass
Said.

The Interior Ministry said

mops and soldiers followed orders
not to use weapons, “but some
extremists armedwith rocks,sticks
and metal objects offered fierce
resistance,” Tass said. “Their
actions caused a crush in the crowd
and as a result, 16 people died.”

see UNREST, page 20

Ira Glasser said that “rights belong to those people who struggle
for them.” He said that the march
was “the beginning of our building a political army” and called
for people to “throw the antiabortion politicians out of office.”
Byllye Avery, director of the
National Black Women’s Health
Project, questioned the crowd, “If
they can take this right away,
what will be the next one?
“This is also a fight for the
men. Will you need permission to
wear a condom? Will you need
permission to get a vasectomy?
Will you need permission to make
a baby? Think about it, it’s your
struggle too,” she said.
Addressing the fact that prolifers erected 4,400 white crosses
in memory of children who had
been aborted, she said, “What
would have been more impressive is if they had fed 4,400
homeless children today. ”
“Thousands of black babies die
every year of hunger and nobody
is planting crosses,” she added.
Also at the Washington Monument, prior to the beginning of
the march, actress Susan Sarandon, a strong abortion proponent,
said, “Self-determination is a
nation’s right and a woman’s
right.” She likened the women’s
smuggle for rights to countries
fighting for self-determination.
“The same mentality tries to
dictate what will happen in our
wombs and what happens in
people’s homes,” she said. “We
are really here today for our children because we are violated by
leaders... who choose economic
domination over day care.”
Sarandon then introduced the
musical group Peter, Paul and
Mary. Mary said that if Roe vs.
Wade were overturned, “women
will be sent back to coathanger
medicine in the 20th century.”
Peter, Paul and Mary played
“We Shall Not Be Moved,” the
same song that they sang at the
1963civil rights march in Washington, D.C. with Martin Luther
King, Jr.

see MARCH, page 16

Elliot, Zarker Presented with
Seymour Simches Award
Professors James Elliot and John Zarker were presented with the
new Seymour Simches Award for lifelong dedication to the University at the faculty award reception Friday night.
The award, which was presented by Provost Sol Gittleman, was
given out for the first time this year.
“The award was named after the ultimate in dedication to the
University,” Gittleman said yesterday. Professor Simches taught
French at the University for 35 years.
Zarker, the chair of the Classics Department, has taught at Tufts
for 19 years. Elliot, a member of the Department of Political
Science, has taught political thought for 38 years. Both men are
retiring at the end of this academic year.
“It was given to two people who represent everything we
consider important in the way of teaching, advising and commitment to Tufts,” Gittleman said.
At the annual awards ceremony, the Lillian Leibner Award foi
teaching and advising was also presented. Gittleman explained thal
the Leibner Award is usually given to a faculty member in mid.
career, and that the Administration felt that there should also be a
award for long time commitment to the undergraduates at Tufts.
The Leibner Award was presented to English ProfessorLee Edel,
man.
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Staff Perspective

EDITORIAL

The Ballot Box and Student Apathy
The elections for candidates for the TCU
Senate, TCU Judiciary, and Committee on
Student Life will be held today with polling
places open outside of the dining halls during
lunch and dinner and in the Campus Center. In
the past, students turnout has been low. In the
last elections, less than 25 percent of the students voted. During the campaign, many candidates criticized students for being apathetic.
In fairness to the students, past elections were
little more than name-recognition contests
because of the lack of information available
about the candidates. This year that has changed.
In The Daily today, there are interviews
with the candidates. These interviews provide
a sound basis for students to choose the candidates they prefer. The importance of these
student government positions is often overlooked by students.
The Senate, with seven representatives from
each class and one commuter representative,
controls the allocation of nearly half a million
dollars for student activities annually. Itsmembers are recognized by administrators and faculty as the spokespersons of the students. The
individuals elected today will represent the
views of students to the faculty and Administration next year on educational and financial
priorities for the University. Students have the
opportunity today to choose which candidate
they think will address the most important
issues. The senators’decisionsover the alloca-

Judas the Critic

At therequest of Mike Simon, publicity director for Jesus Christ
Superstar, The Tufts Daily ran a review of Tuesday’s dress rehearsal
of JCS, as did The Observer. Simon referred to the performance as a
press night, and arranged the reviews so they could be run Thursday
to obtain some advanced publicity for that evening’s opening show.
The Daily review has met with resentment from the drama community
because it was unfavorable. This is one of many instances of a review
being deemed poor, merely because it is unfavorable.
This is a phenomenon that I have witnessed numerous times over
the course of this year. If a review of an on-campusproduction or event
is something less than totally enthusiastic, the people involved are
often indignant,taking personal offense,and even threateningreviewers or editors with bodily harm. Consequently, it is becoming increasingly difficult to give on-campus events the coverage they deserve.
Most writers would rather cover an event in Boston, or a nationally released album or film, than deal with the “loaded” situation here on
the hill.
Taking criticism from somebody who wasn’t present during auditions, practices, recording sessions, the nights of set-building, who
didn’t take part in the endless hours put into making the subject is
difficult. Some reactions to critical reviews of Tufts productions or
events: “Who is this person to evaluate us?” “Has he ever taken a
drama class?” “Can she sing?” “Has she ever tried to paint?” “As
if he could do any better” “I’d like to wring this reviewer’s neck.”
But it should be remembered that, to avoid a conflict of interests,
reviewers have tobe outsiders.The writers will not know all the inner
workings of the production or subject, and, as the audience members
are outsiders too, they shouldn’t have to. The reviewer’s job is
twofold: to describe an object, recording or performance, hoping to
convey its essence to someone who has not seen it -- and second, to critique, to give an honest evaluation of his or her feelings about how the
subject was handled, to find any problems or weaknesses. It is
preferable to have reviewers know as much as possible about the
medium which they are writing on, but not to be on “the inside” of
the particular subject they are writing about.
Not only is it the right of reviewers to make aestheticjudgments of
the subject they are reviewing, it is their duty. Reviewers are putting
their own opinions on record, being as honest as possible to both the
subjectand to their own reactions. In this, the arts writer is in a difficult
position: publicly passing judgment on people who are putting themselves on the line. This situation is exacerbated in the.case of oncampus productions, when these are people you are in constant
contact with. They’re your classmate, fraternity brother, girlfriend’s
roommate, best friend’s boyfriend, your peers. All of the people you
are writing about will read the review. In revealing your thoughts and
feelings to an audience with components that have such vested
interests in the subject, you are putting yourself on the line.
Alternatively, writers can ignore any problems they saw in the
subject, writing only about what was good about a production, and
produce a review that is less than honest. Then, much like the boy who
cried wolf, when seeing something you found to be truly incredible,
your words mean nothing, the appropriate language having been
expended in appeasing the performer. The on-campus artists deserve
better.

see INFAMOUS, page 16
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tion of the student activities fee will structure
much of the extracurricular life on campus.
The Judiciary controls the recognition ol
all new student groups on campus. Withoui
the Judiciary’s approval, student groups art
ineligible for Senate funding. Although a1
the candidates are running for uncontestec
seats, the level of votes for each will indicatc
which ones speakmore for the students wher
making their decisions.
The Committee on Student Life candi,
dates, who are also running without opposi
tion, will be deciding standards for appropn
ate student behavior next year. It is thi!
committee which upheld the punishment o
the student in the T-shirt case. These regula
tions will govern student life on campus. A!
in the Judiciary, the candidates that receivc
the larger number of votes will have agreate
advantage in arguing their positions wher
these guidelines are drawn up.
A low student turnout at the elections is a~
indication of apathy. This silence from tht
students will be interpreted as consent for al
actions of the Senate, the Judiciary, and thc
CSL. If students want it known that they dc
not grant these .institutions blank checks i~
governing student life on campus, they mus
vote for those candidates which best repre
sent their views. It is time for students t(
prove they are not apathetic and cast thei
ballots .

LETTERS
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All letterstotheeditormustbetypedand single-spaced.Theymay be sentonagroup’sbehalfbutthenameandphonenumber
of at least one member of that group must be included. All letters must be submitted before 4 p.m. t o b e considered for the next

day’s issue.
The letters section is meant to be a forum for discussion of campus issues or the Daily’s coverage of events. Opinions
expressed in letters do not necessarily represent the opinions of the editorial board or any of its members. The executive board
reserves the right to edit all submitted letters. Publication of letters is subject to the discretion of the executive board.
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Dispelling Concerns Over Conflicts of Interests
To the Editors:
people who had been involved in
I am writing in response to all other organizations and oftentimes
the hoopla about MASSPIRG-ers many people from one organizarunning for the Senate. Those tion. In fact, in my three years on
sounding the alarm that the Sen- the Senate, the people I found to
ate will be taken over by these be the best senators were those
people who seem to have ill in- who were officers in other ortentions because they were ganizations. They brought with
members of another organization, them established relationships with
don’t know your history. The part of their constituency and a
Senate has always been full of perspective to be sure,but mostly

they brought with them organizational and leadership skills that
were invaluable to the successful
functioning of the Senate.
At the same time, The Daily
editorial of April 5 made a good
point about conflicts of interests.
MASSPIRG-ers who are elected
will need to abide by Robert’s
see SENATE, page 16

MASSPIRG Chapter Benefits Campus
To the Editor:
I am deeply Concerned to hear
about recent proposa1s before the
student Senate to Cut financial
resources for Tufts University’s
MASSPIRGchaPter.TheMASSchapter has been One Of the
few continuing campus organi-

*

1

zations that have provided channels by which campus-based students can become engaged in the
real public policy debates that
we place off campus.
For over eight years, I have
worked on public issues that have
involved Public Interest Research

Groups across the counuy. I am
currently working on a state legislative campaign on toxicchemical control and a federal Congressional initiative on ozone
protection. In both of these camsee P ~ G page
,
16

Recognition
for Student Volunteers
To the Editor:
This week is National Volunteer Week and on behalf of the
Leonard Carmichael Society we
would like to take this opportunity to recognize the members of
the Tufts Community who have
made volunteering a part of their
lives. We commend the Greek
organizations, the staff, and faculty for their increased philan-

I

thropic activities, and we par- Saturday, and the-Zeta Psi-Chi
ticularly want to recognize the Omega Tennis Classic to benefit
hundreds of individual students HUG this Sunday.
and student groups whose service
often goes unnoticed by the genNeil Faden
eral public.
Leonard Carmichael Society
We hope everyone will take
President
part in some of the activities during
Vik Akula,
the week which includetheBlood
Leonard Carmichael Society
Drive which starts today at the
Advisor
Campus Center, Kids’ Day this
~

~

~~

Correction: In Friday’s TCU Election supplement Senate candidate John Horowitz was inadvertently
placed on the wrong page. He is a member of the class of ’92.
The :Tufts Daily is a non-profit, student-run newspaper published weekdays during the academic year, hy the students
of Tufts University. Printing by Charles River Publishing, Charlestown, MA. Correspondence should be sent to: The Tufts
Daily, Miller €Iall Rasemcnt, back entrance, Tufts University, Medford, MA 02155, and designated for rhe appropriate
editor.

The policics and editorials of the Tufts Daily are established by a majority of rhe editorial board. Editorials appear on
this page, unsigned. Individual editors are not necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies or editorial
content of theTufts Daily. Thecontcntof letters,advcrtisements,andsignedcolumnsdoesnotnecessarilyreflecttheopinion
of the Tufts Daily editorial board.
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EI.ECTION SPECIAL

The Class of 1990 Senatorial Candidate Interviews
by ANNA GEORGE
Daily Editorial Board

Ross Ginsberg
1) “Ifeltwekindofbegantoover-

step our bounds a little bit in addressing the T-shirt issue,”Gmberg
said.He suggestedthe issue that the
Senatediscussed, on whetheror not
to supportastudent’sconstitutional
rights on campus was “the territory” of the Committee on Student
Life.
“I felt that resolutions like the
ones we had on the floor this year
shouldn’t make it to the floor... If
elected Iwould urge all membersof
committees to pass the resolutions
through their committees first so
that issues l i e that don’t have to
make it to the floor, or when they do
are worded more properly.”
2) “I thii having good relations
with the Administration works, as
well as being able toarticulate your
interests well, and I think that in
order to be a senator you should be
able to do that,” Ginsberg said.
“I have had good relations with
the upper Administration especially,
and we have worked quite successfully on a number of issues,” he
added. He noted that he was able to
work successfully with the administration in securing the third safety
shuttle this year.
Although Ginsberg agreed that
the Senatecould improveits lobbying skills, he stressed the impor-

see GINSBERG, page 21
Tim Conroy
1) Conroy singled out the issue of
constitutional rights on campus, as
something that he feels the Senate
failed to address sufficiently this
Y=*
“I c~-sponsoredaresolution last
semester saying something to the
effect that as Tufts students we want
our constitutional rights upheld on
campus. We don’t relinquish them
as we come on to campus, which
the Administration seems to think
we do.
“I plan on pursuing this if I get
elected,” he said.
2) “Aside from passing a resolution, the option that comes to mind
is petitions, and I’m not a big fan of
petitionsbecausethey canbepretty
selective and if you are motivated
and persistent enough you can get
as many signatures as you want,”
Conroy said.
Instead he stressed the importance of good communication between senatorsand administrators.
“When you talk to somebody
one on one, you can express very
easily what you think is your constituencies opinion, and so that’s
my thing to do,” he said. Conroy
added that he had been able to meet
see CONROY, page 21

Billy Jacobson
1) “We need to asceRain what rights
students have on campus and are
they the same that people in the
outside community and citizens of
the United States have,” Jacobson
said.
He said that the issue of constitutional rights became apparent due
to the controversy over the T-shirt
issue, but added that this single
incident only stressed the importance of the overall issue.
“We have to find out what our
boundaries are if there are boundaries and then smctly adhere to them,
both the students and university
officials so that every case we aren’t
guessing about what to do but we
have a f m guideline that we should
be following,” Jacobson explained.
“1t’~something that I intent to
work fully on next semester,” he
said.
2) “Resolution is the first step, and
it is importantas the base for every-

thing else but in the long runwhat’s
more hportant is lobbying,” Jacobson said.
“The Senate passed a divestment resolution this year with only
two dissenting votes, if we had left
it at that, there is no chance that the
trustees would have divested.What
got the trustees to divest was the
lobbying that was done not only
this year and last year.”
Jacobson stressed the power of
petitioning, talking to administrators, presenting the petition, and
meeting with the appropriate people
see JACOBSON, page 21

anything that they wouldn’t be
exposed to in society as a whole,”
he said.
2) “The Senate, if it comes off as a
united front could be a powerful
influence on the Administration,”
Walsh said. “We must somehow
give force to a resolution and make
them believe that the resolutions
are really the feelings of the students.
“The main goal is to provide a
united opinion on something that it
feels the university is overlooking
or dealing with in an improper fashion,” he added.
3) “It would have to be an overDavid Lagasse
whelming support for one thing that
1) “One issue that I think is defi- I was against and then only then
nitely pressing and would like to would IgoagwtmY OwvieWs,”
see worked on is the off-campus Walshsaid.
see WALSH, page 21 .
housing issue,” Lagasse said.
He added that although this year’s
Tamsin Richardson
senate made a good start this semester, and that the university does 1) ‘‘me senate should take more
Offer some SeIViCeS, much more of a l&ership role in trying to do
needs to be done. According to something to alleviate the problems
Lagasse, MASSPIRGalsomadean that juniors face in looking for offattempt this year to gather housing
homing,” Richardson said.
informationthrough an O f f - ~ P U S Richardsonnoted that there had
survey.
been some progress this year withii
“OnethingIthinkiSsadlylack- the Senate and she added that
ing is that when a student has a MASSPIRG had conducted a surproblem essentially they’re left to vey
opinion on their
their own resourcesand theUniver- housing situations.
sity doesn’t throw its reS0WCeS
“The Senate did not actively
behind the student. Studentswould look for the student’s opinions,”
be in a much better position if they she said.

ate work to set up a systemwith the
university where students can turn
and have help.
2) “Resolutions are nice. They
definitely show people where you
stand but it can’t stop there,” he
said.
“If students support it they’ll
probably do something for it,” he
added. Lagasse suggested petition
drives and going to organizations
on campus who might be interested
in working on a particular issue to
gather community support, “soit’s
not just 28 senators working on
somethiing,” he said.
He stressed that building the
relationships within the Administration is important so that pressure isn’t misinterpreted and insee LAGASSE, page 21

sure that it provides more information for students.
2) Richardson cited this year’s
divestment petition as something
that was successful in rallying the
supportof studentsin order to influence the Administration.
“That’s what I think the Senate
should be doing is to mobilize students so that when the senatorgoes
to the Administrationthey have the
suppo~t
of the students behind them,”
she said.
“I think it’s important that the
Senate become a liaison for students so that if students feel that
there is a problem or that there is
something that is directly affecting
them that they’re not happy with,

see RICHARDSON, page 21
Danielle Shields
Nicholas Walsh
1) “One of the things that we failed
1) “The next step in the Senate’s in is not that we don’t cover issues
process would be to address the but that we don’t cover them as
sanctity and the security of a per- completely as we should.We pass a
son’s constitutional rights on cam- resolution and then we forget about
pus -- how well they can speak and it,” Shields said.
how freely they can speak regardShieldssaid that she doesn’tfeel
less of how outlandish or how con- that senatorsare trying to hide from
trary to popular opinion their opin- their constituents, but said that they
ions are,” Walsh said.
still need to make a greater effort to
He added that if the Senate is follow up on their beliefs outsideof
able to safeguard that right then it the Senate forum.
will make the university a better
“I think that nothing should be
forum for ideas. He added that the brought up on the Senatefloor until
University had been proven wrong it is done in committees. People
in its initial assessment of the law should do their homework before
and that law should have been the they get into a meeting and then I
main guideline for their decision.
think that after the meeting is over,
“In the interestof protecting the it shouldn’t just stop there, but you
few they are pretty much hurting a should continueto back it up,” she
lot of other people...and instead of added.
protecting people from something 2) “Passing aresolution is good in
really important, I don’t think they that it shows that there is Senate
really protected anybody from backing but I don’t think that pass-

ing a resolution really means anything,” Shields said. “I think that’s
what important is the lobbying efforts that the senate does and the
preparation for aresolutionand the
follow up after.”
In lobbying the Administration,
Shields used the example of her
efforts this semester to set UD a
committee to investigatecomplaints
against police in stressing the importance of communication before
an after a resolution is passed.
see SHIELDS, page 21

Angela Bonarrigo
1) “One issue which I think the

Senate could address more adequately this coming year is the
housing issue,” Bonanigo said.
She stressed the need to help students to find out their rights as tenants.
Next year, she would plan to
work with the Housing office to
better outline whereand how do we
find information and by asking
students who were already out there
about the problems of off-campus
housing.
“An approach next year on the
issue would be to work with the
housing office to better institute
some information over there like
just basic tenants rights, and where
and how we find information pertaining to being tenants,” she said.
2) “Beyond passing a resolution I
think that the Senate’s role should

and it’s a reflection of the student
body’s overall support for an issue... the Senate should then take
that leadership role to identify the
people most concerned with it to
activate them,” Bonarrigo said.
“They have to stand firm behind that resolution and if it’s been
made with the student body also
supporting it then as the elected
representatives they should take on
that leadership role of influencing
the Administration by putting the
student support into action,” she

...

see BONARRIGO, page 21

Vik Akula
1) Akulasaid hefelt that the Senate

mining what is a problem to the
studentsand deciding what the senate
can do about it,” he said.
2) “By passing a resolution you
put theissueon thefrontpageof the
newspaper, you put the issue in the
conversations in the dining hall,
you put the issues in people’s mind
and until you get people to think
about things, to reflect on the important things, they aren’t going to
go anywhere,” Akula said.
He specifically advocated lobbying, educational symposiums,
workshops, and protests, to influence the Administrationbut added
that only “if that’s what people
want to do.”
“The importantthing is to think
of the issues, pass resolutions, and
in that sense start a dialogue going
see AKULA, page 21

Robin Grossman
1) “Basically I don’t think we failed

to address any issue. Any issue that
a studentbrought up we addressed,
or theadministratorsbrought up we
addressed, but the only thing that
the Senate really failed to do was
try to the best of our ability to get
other students involved,” Grossman said.
“This year wasbetter thanother
year’s in terms of getting people
involvedbut I think it can go a little
bit further
progress this year,” she said. Grossman suggested that next year, the
Senatemust continue with its practice of issuiig newsletters and holding districtmeetings to keep in better
touch with its constituents at Tufts,
and in Medford and Somerville.
“There’s a certain way that
everyone can be involved,” she
said.
2) “In terms of influencing the
Administrationmore than we have,
not only should we be passing things
but we shouldget the thingsout that
we passed and make them known
and most likely not pass motions
that aren’t going to become of anything,” she said.
Grossman said that sometimes
it would happen in the Senate that
they would pass motions that they
were not prepared to follow up on.
“We shodci only be passing the
extremely important tliings so the
Administrationwill look at them as
things that we chose to pass a motion on and not as just another one
ofthosemotionsthat wepass,” she
see GROSSMAN, page 21

Melissa Russo
1) “The one issue that is central to

everything that needs to be in order
before anythingelsecan work is the
issue of communication, it’s a foundation for all senate activities,’’
Russo ~said.
Certain things that she pointed
out that could be done next year
were more frequently scheduled
districtmeetings,andalso by better
education of the student body so
therewon’t be so much apathy when
issues are being discussed.
“If students understand the larger
issuethat wearedealing withonthe
senate they will be more able to
give us input,” she said.
2) “I think that in order to enlist
support and respect from the Administration it is very imponant that
the Senate is working together,”
she said.
She said that this year she has
discussed the possibility of starting
a newsletter to the Administration
and thel’hstees so that they know
what the Senate is doing and who in
the senatethey should contact with
specific questions.
“I think it’s really important to
get the agenda of the Sma!e in the
minds of the Administration.”

had failed to address the environmental issue this year, and had also
failed to get involved with the other
groups who were advocating the
issue.
He said that the Environmental
House did a lot of work and eventually lobbied the Administration to
have them think about a recycling
program. “The Senate really played
no part in that process what so ever,”
he said.
“There’s one issue where the
cimpus was interested that was an
important issueforTuftsandforthe
students, and the Senate which is
supposed to be the voice of the
students,really was non-existent,”
he said.
Asfortheprospectsfortheissue
next year, Akula said he thought it
was too late, but that the Senate’s
failure to pick up on the issue “brings
up a larger issue of representation.
“This environmental issue is
really one part of a much bigger
issue, this problem of represe%ition, it’s mor- problem of deter.. see RUSSo, page 21
9
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The Class of 1991 Senatorial Candidate Interviews
especially for off-campus students
and the campus parking problems,
resulting from a shortageof spaces,
as very important for next year.
“Also, one of my ideas is to get the
Administrationmoreinvolvedwith
the Somerville-Medford housing
situation because some of the apartments students are being forced to
live in are disgusting, and I can’t
believe the - ~ ~ & o n
isl’t doing
Rick McKenney
anything. We’re just being paid lip
1) “The way to correct this service.”
is for the senators to supply the
constituency with phone numbers, see SAMUJH, page 19
places where they can be reached or
Matt Freedman
sent mail, sothat they will be ableto
1)
Freedman cited Senate
get thestudents’ views without being
around. Also another way they can newsletters in The Daily and disreach them they can have forums trict meetings as examples of newly
where they can field questions, initiated efforts that can be contindiscuss, debate or talk about differ- ued and improved to reach more of
ent issues and so forth.”
the student body. “Also, contact
thrcughshldentorganizatimisvery
2) McKenney cited apathy among important, whether it was during
studentsand the expansionof Tufts my freshmen year as president of
as two important issues facing the the Tufts Democratsor this year as
student body. “Tufts is continually [Senate] Assistant Treasurer, I’ve
expanding, despite the problems from alwayshadalot contactwith alot of
Medford and Somerville. It’s a dif- student organizations and I intend
ficult balance to keep the enroll- to continue to do that. This keeps
ment down, but also to keep Tufts me in touch with a wide range of
growing and to keep the tuition students who represent a broad
rates down.” McKenney said the number of interest on campus.”
Senate would have to lobby the
Administration as student represen- 2) “I don’t think the Senate can
prioritize issues because every istatives.
sue is important to somebody and
see MCKENNEY, page 19
our job is to take every issue that
comes up and take it as far as we
Bert Casaretto
can. The important thing for us to
1) “By effectivelyusing The do is to stay in touch with facu!!y,
Daily, and by having more Senate with students and Administration.”

Daily Editorial Board

Jeremy Harrington
1) “Basically they can be reached
at their classes, at meetings of the
student organizations which they
attend, in the dining halls and Senate forums. I would seek out opportunities to interact with my constituents at as many places as possible.’’ He also suggested seeking
out juniors he knew personally to
hear their opinions on a specific
issue in the Senate.

2) “In general terms, I believe the
most important and pressing issue
is the Administration’s failure to
respond appropriately to the needs
of students. We have a Dean of
Students Office that feels that it
should impose an orthodoxy of
thoughtandbehavioruponuswhile
giving very little consideration to
our civil liberties,” he said, citing
the T-shirtincident and the Metcalf
homophobia forum. He also criticized the dismissal of Chinese semor
Lecturer Yih-Jian Tai and the, University’s $150,000 donation to
Medford/Somerville. Harrington
feels “very strongly” that the Greek
system should be protected “at all
costs.” He added that the reasons
the Greek system is under scrutiny
are “without substance.”

David Wally Pansing
“I think it would be nec1)
essary to have meetings with the
juniors that are scheduled,possibly
with advertisements in The Daily
andpostered, maybe apersonal one
I can fund myself. Using the existing Senate Daily ads, the letters
from the senators to their constituents effectively, and making sure
they are read would help too. Also,
visiting campus groupsjust to get a
feeling of what’s being discussed
would alsobe onmy agendaand for
larger issues that you really need to
get a response for I would poll off
campus and just go door to door.”

Andrew Howell
1) “I think the only way to
assemble them Ijuniors] would be
to get an accessible on-campus area,
Ziggy’s for example, and use an
issues forum-type setup like the
Senate has used a few times this
year.” Howell also suggested continuing the use of a Senatenewsletter in The Daily to increase outreach, which needs to be more effective than this year.
2) “Probably the most important
problem that we’ve seen this year
and need to address next year is
studentapathy with the recent election with less than 25 percent of the
students voting on the election and
referendum. That shows that students aren’t interested, but it doesn’t
show that they shouldn’t be. Senators really need to get out talk to
students and make sure they know
what’s going on around campus.”
Howell suggested making the Senate newsletter more noticeable to
the students, attending dorm meetings, as well individual student
organization meetings as ways of
making senatorsmore accessibleto
the students and dealing with student apathy. “Just overallattacking
apathy by getting more senators in
the public eye.”

2) “I think the whole campus is
going to have to deal with the ques- see HOWELL, page 19
tion of the continued existence of
Matt Sands
the Greek system next year and the
1)
Sands
suggested that there
Senatemay want to take the lead in
lobbying the Universityone way or were two main resources to reach
the other. Increased diversity train- the junior class, including Senate
ing during orientation is another newsletters and articles detailing
the Senate’sactivitiesinThe Daily.
The second recommendation was
to hold class meetings about once a
month, which are different from
1) Due to the fact that almost all of the junior class will beliving off campus next district meetings because they are
not based on geographic location.
year, what will you do to effectively reach your eonstitueBts?
During the meerings, the junior class
senatorswould hold a forum where
2) What is the most important and pressing issue(s) facing the Senate next year? juniors could come to question and
What steps would you take to resolve the issue as a representative of the student diswss issueswith the the senators.
He Qso suggested publishing the
body?
senator’s pictures after the election
so students could recognize the
3) In a situation where the majority of your constituency expressed an o~:;rron senators on campus in order to inthat was contrary to your own on a campus issue, how would you deal with the crease contact with the students.

see HARRINGTON, page 19
Aaron Ahola
“Senators are required to
have office hours. I would obviously be doing this, but I think a
senator’s duty has to go beyond
this.” In addition to using Senate
office hours, Ahola suggested setting up tables at dining halls and
calling meetingsof alljuniors (with
increased publicity) as methods of
reaching the junior constituency.
1)

TCU Senate Class OF 199~

2) “I think the Senate allocations
every year are very important,but I
think the most important problem
facing the Senate is the need to
integrate the Senate more with the
studentbody. The Senateis slowly,
I feel, drifting away from the students who elect them. Senators will
often get elected andnot really care
what their constituents think anymore,” he said, citing the MASSPIRG situation. He felt the Senate
made “very little effort to go out
and actually find out what the constituents want. ’’
see AHOLA, page 19

conflict when voting on the issue?

2) “Themostimmrtant anduress-

i

Harlan Tenenbaum
“I t h i that the advertising newsletters in The Daily and
other issues that are presented within
The Daily will serve the constituents as a vehicle to express their
views and to get in touch with their
senatorsif they feel the need to.” A
Senate newsletter and the use of
office hours are important ways to
keep their constituents informed,
Tenenbaum said.
1)

2) “Some of the big one’s for next

year will be student’srights, which
was addressed this year in the Tshirt mcida the entire Gr& system
is coming up for reconsideration,
which happens every ten years and
I think that the Senate should be
involved as having avoice torepresent the studem, either pro or against
the Greeks.
“A big problem which is coming up, in light of a recent discussion withpresidentMayer, is which
wav, is the school headed, are we
towardsaresearchtypeof khoolor
is it a school for education. I think
its going to be very important in the
~

~~~~

Greek life is very positive part of
campus social life and an essential
part of campus social life. And
hopefully by getting students more
actively involved in the issue we’ll
send a strong message to the Administration that Greek life should
stay on campus.” He said that the
Senatecould work with the IGC on
the matter, possibly appointing one
senator to work with the IGC president and presidents of the houses
on campus to lobby the issue to the
Administration.
see TRACHTMAN, page 19-

next couple of years to establish
what kind of school W t s wants to
be.”Tenebaum said an effort must
be made toimprovestudent-faculty
relations, to improve the advising
system, and to assist students with
affcampls homing by working with
the Administration.
see TENENBAUM, page
18
- -

by SCOI’T DAMELIN

what is going on in the Senate,
because The Daily is a very powerful tool to express issues and reach
the studentbody. By having a page
in The Daily explaining issuesgoing
on in the Senate, you can really
reach the student body,” citing the
recent TLGBC paid advertisement
sectionin The Daily as an effective
communicationtool. Also, he suggested sending flyers to the offcampus residences.
2) ‘The Senate needs be very close

‘

to the student body, the communication between the Senate, student
body and Administration is very
impartantbecausethesenatEisthae
for the people. They should be there
to vote and express the student body‘s
views. The Administration should
work more with the Senate and
studentbody so that they can work see FREEDMAN,- page 19
out solutions for certain things and
Jon Trachtman
it could eliminatea lot of tension.”
1) Rachunan said that there
see CASARETTO, page 19
are basically two ways to reach his
constituency next year: expanding
Louisa M. Samujh
the open student forum at Senate
In additionto ofice hours meetings with increased advertis1)
and phone calling, “I possibly would ing to attract more students and
compilea list of studentsliving off- holding district meetings with offcampus to visit them sometimes campus juniors. He feels that this
during the year, three or four times will help keep students more induring the year, to talk to them, to formed about the Senate’s activisee how things are going... I know ties.
that’s-mine
to take
a- lot
of time.
but.
~ ~ ~
..
~
~ .
I have no problems doing this be- 2)
of the mmt impartant
cause I h o w that the senate is a for next year will be areevaluation
of the Greek system by the uniVerfull-time commitment.”
sity. in^ a
of the Greek
2) She cited the issues of security, community, it is my feeling chat
~

-

~

_

~

.

.

~

.

and I think the Senateneeds to play
a larger role in lobbying the Administration with student c o n m , ”
he said, citing the continued existence of the Peace and Justice Stud-

to predict which issues would be
importantnext year because issues
appear during the year and stressed
that he was activeasassistanttreasurer in numerous issues confionting the Senate this year.
Freedman said the problem of
theendowmentwasavital issuefor
the University. “As long as we have
an low endowment we are making
priority decisions that ultimately
cut out important services l i e the
library, professors salaries, financial aid and we simply can’t afford
to do all of these things that are
basically fundamental necessities.”
He said the Senatecould work with
the Administrationand Trustees for
ideas to increase the endowment
and represent the student views of
priorities.

ing issuefacing tie Senate thirs year
was certainly the fuhlre of the Greek

on campus.Next year, this will also
be apressing issuebecause they’ve
been proving themselves this year
iesprogram,theTLGBCcoordina- and next year it will come to a
tor, work on the social policy and culmination and we’ll see what the
the issue of free speech on camuus. effects are.”He said that the Greeks
have done an excellent job in resee PANSING, page 19
forming their own system and said
Vincenzo DiNatale
that the Senate can lobby the Ad“I have already lived off- ministration to guaranteeits future
1)
campus for the past year and I have, at Tufts.
I believe, successfully reached my
constituentsthrough-manyways, in see SANDS, page 19
far as going to the library and the
dining halls and so forth. But most
importantly, I am also a member of
the Greek community, which consists of about 25 percent of the
studentbody, and in that way I have
Silvio Tavares
been able to effectively reach my
1) Tavares said that he would
constituents.”
call more frequent district meet2) “I believe the most important ings m conjunction withJunior Class
and pressing issue facing the Sen- Council and other junior class
ate is the matter of the student ac- senators, try to sequester special
tivities fee and how it’s spent off funds to increaseperiodic mailings
campus. The money where the and invite off-campus juniors to
majority is spent without students attend weekly Off-Hill Council
getting actively involved in its meetings at Commuter House.
spending is something which I do
not support. Most importantly and 2) “I think one of the most impormore recently is the matter of stu- tant issues facing the Senate is
dent activities fee spent on profes- minority representation in ,student
sional lobbyists and their s&@off government. I feel that the last
campus where students are not ac- semester’s referendum on the istiveiy involved, I do not support sueof proposingvotesfor minority
this. However, I do obviously SUP- reps, I don’t think that’s the right
port off campus funding for such way to go about it, but the fact that
functionsas philanthropy services.” it didn’t pass because there wasn’t
see TAVARES, page 19
see -DINATALE, page 19

Commuter
Representative
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The Class of 1992 Senatorial Candidate Interviews
by LAUREN KEEFE
Daily Editorial Board

David Weisberg
1) “The have been a lot of achievements and initiatives in the Senate
this year. A lot of thing have been
accomplished, but there are flaws.
That’s why I’m running for reelection, so I could have a part in conquering those things. The Senate
has lost a lot of credibility in the
student’s eyes.
“Recently,I worked to reinstate
the dismcimeeting, where the Senate
would be responsible to represent
their constituents.It is afundamental responsibility of the Senate to
meet with their constituents and
find out what they would say....
Senators should be going door-to
door, going to hall snacks, making
the initiative to bridge the communication gap between students and
senators. That’s how we learn about
issues.
“[Aboutjuniors,] obviously we
can’t have senators going to every
house. The students see what we
do in The Daily every Tuesday...
It’samatterofjust gettingoutthere
and getting their views.”
Weisberg noted that he worked
to have more points placed on stu-

dents meal plans.

2) The Senate has been looking
into the building of the additional
dorm, but until that is accomplished,
we are playing a part in trying to
establish a committee to look into
some of the problems, As a member of the services committee, I
have been a part of that. I have met
with some Administrators. I met
with Dean Reitman, and he was all
for it.
We are still trying to establish
who should be on the committee.
Should it be juniors who are offcampus already, seniors who have
already been off campus, administrators?
The students off campus feel
severed, like they are not a part of
the campus. There are problems

a lot that here are going to be
meetings, and that they are open.
Its obvious that he effort hasn’t
been that great. The Senate is part
of he student body.”
Waldorfsaidthathefeltanother
issue that the Senate needed to
address was University divestment
from companies doing business in
South Africa. He was unaware that
the Board of Trustees had divested
in February.

orthefaculty todeal withit.It’sthe
job of the organizationto publicize
their concerns. that’s just as bad as
a student getting probation level
two, because all of the campus will
be awareof he incident.If kids still
see WALDORF, page 21
Stu Rosenberg

1) “The Senate has failed to ad-

housing situation.Some landlord’s
won’t give names, and there is a
minority of students who won’t fill
out a form. It’s difficult to get the
whole story on off-campus housing. You can come up with a partial
listing and studentswill participate
in that. It’s a difficult situation,
there’s no easy answer. And it’s
more of a services committeedecision. I an trying my hardest to do
something,but I have spent a lot of
time as part of the Cultural and
Ethnic Chair.
“I’m not a politician, I’m just a
person who would like to help the
entire constituency.”

dress the T-shirt issue. I think the
Senate should not allow the Administration to form policies not
2) “The problem was that last year based on law. Maybe the Adminitoo many freshman were accepted. stration’s action was illegal. No
Jean Mayer wants to build another one did anything about it until my
dorm, but he wants to increase letter [to the editor in The Daily.J I
enrollment by 500 students. The don’tknow to whatextent my letter
dorm is only going to hold 350 had an effecton Dean Reitman, but
3) “Diversity is important, but I
students,what happens to the other something happened. I’d like to feel we cannot break laws to
strengthen diversity on this cam200? Only way to alleviate the think that what I did helped. A lot
problem is for Tufts to lose money, of senators didn’t like my letter. I pus.acompromisecanandmustbe
reached. The senators must be on
to decreaseenrollmentfor acouple talked to David Haury, I talked to
see WEISBERG, page 21
years. After the law disputes are Dean Reitman, I talked to Sol Git- the CSL subcommittee,so that we
Robert Waldorf
do have a stringent policy, but it
settled, if tufts could control hous- tleman. I feel that the Senate, if for
1) “I live downhill and I could not ing off campus and purchase as no other reason that symbolic, is
will be a policy based on laws.”
name more than three of my sena- many houses as possible and then responsible to protect the entire
tors, and I don’t know any of them. offerthem tostudents whocan’taf- constituency.”
No senator has made an attempt, ford it as housing at the same price
Rosenberg also expressed opNaomi Kaiish
nothing has been posted. I didn’t [as on campus housing].”
position to full funding for MASS- 1) The lack of sense of community
know any of them until the end of
PIRG, but support for MASSPIRG’s on campus. Just talking with stuthe term, when I found out that one 3) “There’s nothing you can do activities.
dents I’ve heard a lot of people feel
of my friends was a senator. I think with that clash. It will always be
they go to a school where there is
the Senate should start publishing there. Its not the job of Jean Mayer 2) “Here’s the mohlem 1 I the not a sense of community.We are
soclose toboston, theuniversity is
not the focal point of social activity. It doesn’t have to be this way. If
there are activities on camp,people
do stay. The Senate can see about
organizing activities.They can take
a survey to see what people are
interested in.”
Kalish also recommended networking with the community in
organizing events,publishing Senate minutes in The Daily, and holding district meetings combined with
dorm meetings.
“If students feel the government
is representative, then they will be
more inclined to contribute.’’

MANUFAC~URERS
HANOVER

Smart
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Budget and Pre-Payment Programs are
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2) “Studentsshould be guaranteed
housing for four years, but that is
unrealistic. The University should
provide adequate information of
what off campushousing is all about.
They should insure that adequate
information is being put out.
MASSPIRG and the Senate worked
together this year to survey students living off campus... It’s the
responsibility of the Administration to make sure that students are
aware, to see that the students know
the varying aspects. The Senate is
a tool to voice opinion and concerns of students. There should be
some sort of committee, and a
available list of housing in Medford
and Somerville.”

3) “I think it’s great that we have
diversity here at Tufts, and I support freedom of speech. However,
Tuftspromotes its diversity to such
a point it alienates people. People
see KALISH, page 19
Max Finberg
1) “Althoughthey did address this
issue, it wasn’t adequately,and that’s

in terms of campus security. The
recent rash of burglarieshas shown
that campus security still needs to
be improved. It’s a pet issue of
mine since my room was broken
into last weekend and over $,lo00
worth of stereo equipment was
stolen. Senatorsshould begoing to
dorm meetings, and hearing suggestions from the people who live
in the dorms. One idea is to have a
security guard in every dorm from
1 a.m. to 8 a.m., when most crimes
are reported to occur.
“Before, there was a security
guard in Miller that left at 2 am. the
police satisfy the roving security.
Inaddition,thereshouldbeaguard
where you can flash your ID. I am
see FINBERG, page 7
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continued from page
not in favor of detailed check in
system like at B.U. off at Georgetown, which is fairly restrictive.”

2) “Finding information about off
campus housing is something that
would benefit the community
greatly. The Senate co-sponsored
the MASSPIRG housing survey.
That was a step in the right direction.People canmake a much wiser
choice than with a relatively meager amount of information that the
University provides. If financial
aid wasn’t being extended for juniors who couldn’t afford the increase in housing, that would be a
distinct problem in working toward
the goal of diversity.”

3) “Although I think the freedom
of speech that is extended to us as
citizens shouldbe protected.There
are groups or people or things that
I or other people find offensive.
These are feelings that because we’re
in America should be guaranteed
across the board. I think encouraging diversity should continue as a
University policy, but there’s a
difference between encouraging and
forcing. I think the University has
the right to act on things that are
offensive and use Tufts name, but
shouldbecareful with imposing on
freedomsguaranteedto studentsas
citizens.”

Julian Barnes
1) We failed to lobby for rhe TLGBC
cooTdinaror.They were given $4,500
from the studentactivitiesfees last
year, and it was a hassle. They
asked for $9,000. We are not supposed to pay for a coordinator,that
is the Administration’s responsibility. We agreed to fund one half
with the intent to lobby throughout
the year. When the issue came up
again in February, I asked why we
didn’t lobby throughout the year,
and they said we were remiss. Now
we’re doing the same thing... The
senate has so much power as the
elected representatives through
lobbying.We must take advantage
of the opportunity on a lot of issues. IGC is coming before the
faculty, and we have decided to
support them.
“Lobbyingis the key to making
a better image for the Senate. We
can increase awareness by lobbying on issues of concern to the
students. That will help make students aware of the issues the Senate is addressing. This ties into the
lack of student knowing what we’re
doing.”
2) “With the issue of off campus
housing, the administration needs
to get more involved in that, the
students are hanging by themselves.
Addressingan issue like this is the

MASSPIRG, in many ways they
represent the students and use some
of the same skills in representing
students. I have learned how to
communicate, and to publicize
things that we are doing.These are
skills the Senate needs, to let everybody know what’s going on with
the Senate,” she said.
2) Fabish pointed out that the Senate has been working with MASSPIRG this year to collect data on
the off-campus housing situation
and on the landlords who rent to
students.
“I know that the Senate work
with the Administration and also
with MASSPIRG in going door-todoor to bring surveys to off-campus residents so that next year’s
sophomores can leam from next
year’s juniors and seniors, to use
theresourcesthat areout here,” she
said.
3) “A lot of what the Administration says about diversity is more in
terms of showing that people are
different and ways they are different, instead of appreciating the
differences,but also that we are all
human beings and all the same,”
Fabish said.
She stressed the need for the
University to emphasis that students should appreciate differences,
but work to build common bonds.
“We can’t just separate everyone out, that only increases the

added that for next year, the Senate
must be active in lobbying the
Administration to alleviate the off
campus housing situation.
“The issue needs to be a top
priority for the Senate. They must
talk to the Administration and get
the student body involved, hold
issues forums, letter writing and
petition campaigns. Show the
Administration that the students
want them to do something about
it,” Hamilton said.
see HAMILTON, page 20

Sharon Joseph
1) Joseph said that she felt the most

pressing issue was campus security, citing a need for improvements
in campus lighting, police coverage, the safety shuttle system. She
proposed that dorm monitors .be
reinstated and incorporated into the
work study program.
Joseph alsopointed to the referendum regarding the voting status
of the cultural representatives to
the Senate, saying that she felt there
was a lack of diversity within this
year’s Senateand within thecandidates for election. Joseph said that
she supported the idea of allowing
the culture representatives to vote
on the Senate, and that she felt the
issues was downplayedby this year’s
Senate.
2) Joseph said that because the
Administration cannot build new

John Horowitz
1) “The T-shirt incident is a major

issue. The student needed the support of the Senate, but they used a
hands off approach. The best solution would be to come to the support of the student and his freedom
of speech. I did find the T-shirt
repulsive, but still freedom of speech
can be protected. Next year’s Senate should support a student if the
Administrationis persecuting him.
“In regard to MASSPIRG, the
original ALBO recommendation
was toolow. MASSPIRG has shown
that it is a capable organization.
Maybe they deservedacut,but that
wasn’t fair. Their threat at the appeal session left ALBO no choice,
but the whole thing started on a
mistake. They had an opportunity
to reverse the decision,but instead
they gave an ultimatum. I would
hope the full Senate gives $12,000
or $13,000 to MASSPIRG, but if
they continue with their beat, then
they should just get the $1,200.’’
2) “Its obviously a problem. In a

year from now I’ll be facing that
problem. The Senate could possibly form a committee to examine
the issues. It’s more the Administration’s problem, but they are
caught in a bind by Medford and
Somerville. They are doing the best
that they can, they are working
with Medford and Somerville.And
the Senatehas formed the committee.”
3) “In regard to diversity, it’s an
essential issue. The better approach
is smaller. At freshman orientation, the University takes a large
scale view. It would be better to
have small groups, 30-40 kids discussing the issues in an open forum. It should be set up with the
orientation committee. In Metcalf,
we had a speaker come in before
the mandatory forum. Only 40 kids
came, and it was an excellentprogram. We really got everything out
in the open. People leam not by
lecturing students but by airing
views. Having students discuss their
views with expertson the subjectis
a much better solution.”

key to a powerful Senate. The Senate
is already in the process of creating
a committee. They are trying to
evaluate different landlords, and
they sent a letter to students living
off campus now. Unfortunately, it
will take a couple of years, SO it
won’t help my class.
“The committee will work with
the Administration to have more
action. We sent senators into the
off campus housing office, sort of
undercover, and the people there
answer the simp1est Of
questions. There should definitely
be a list of housing available,and a
list of landlord,and it should identify the slumlords. It should say
What rent Should be. It should Say
what is available, and what opens
up each year... things like that.”
3) “While diversity and freedom
of speech clash, and both should
definitely be encouraged throughout the community, I don’t believe
it is in the Senate’s power [to decide how it should be handled].”
Lisa Fabish
1) “First of all, I have a problem
answering because the Senate and
the students have had trouble
co-unicating,
so as a student I
don’tknowalotofwhattheSenate
did this year... The problem would
be communication,,,Fabish said.
As an example, Fabishcited the
Self Empowerment Conference that
the Senate held this year, saying
that the Senate could have publicized the event more and made a
stronger effort to get student leaders involved. “As a member of

problems. That’s the message that housing due to the objections Of
needs to get out there. We have to Medford and Somerville,that they
appreciate differences and learn from should look into the option of purthem, but emphasizethat we’re all chasing more local houses, which
the Same as well,” she said.
can be used by students. She also
suggested that the university build
Ginny Hamilton
Hamilton alsostressed theneed longer, flatter dorms, which the
for increased communication be- community would find less objectween the Senate and the student tionable than multistory dorms.
body, pointing to the lack of voter 3) “In terms of our diversity,we are
on the referenda questions autopianschoo1.We’dliketothink
which were raised in February as that we have a diverse campus,”
one area where the senate de& Joseph said.
“Everyoneon this campus does
nitely failed to reach the student
body.
have the right to freedom of speech,
think the senate
did address but that does not give you the right
issues very well. netwo to offendany group. It is the job of
referenda were very strong issues theuniversitynottocondone people
who publish sexist views. It’s a
which involved the
body,
but there was a lack of student very fine line ...It is acceptable to
It is the Senatesjob to get say 1 disagree with students who
the student body involved. They are gay, but you don’t have to Call
should work on a get Out and vote someone a fag.
campaign.
should be
“I the Senate was a diverse
organization, we could have dieducationabouttheissuesfromthe
verse opinions coming out of it.
senators,9,Hamiltonsaid.
ifee eel my job ass en at or istobe But it’s not. If the Senate was an
open to the studentmyand their example, the students would probaideas and to work effectively on bly follow thatexample, and women
student issues.Rather than hider- people Of Color and gays would be
be
ing my abilities as a senator, the expressing Ideas.
fact that I have been involved in allowed to express ideas without
MASSPIRG has helped me to take Offending group*The senateis
student ideas and work out effec- to represent people- they have to
tive solutions for them, MASS- listen to what students want. It’s
pIRG has worked effectively for theirjob torepresent the students,”
the good of all and that’s what I she said.
would do as an elected representaAlexa Leon Prado
tive,” she added.
1)Leon-hadopointed toaneedfor
2) Hamilton also pointed to the student-facultyinteraction,and said
MASSPJRG-Senatesurvey as a step that if she was still on the Educatowards improving the system of tion comrniuee next year she would
acquiring offcampus housing. She attend meetings of student faculty

-,,

meetings tofindout what theproblems are so that they can be addressed by the Senate and the student body also.
“I would try to find problems
that both the faculty and the students have with academia, so that
maybe we could work on solutions
together. I would make sure that
what could be broadcasted to students would be so that they could
get involved and help the faculty
solve the problem, so that they
wouldn’t be student faculty committee for those students on the
committee, it would be a student
faculty committee for the whole
campus,” Prado said.
2) Leon-Prado also noted that he
Senate was trying to form the
committee to work on the problems of off campus housing,and to
revise the system of the Off Campus Housing Office.
She said that for next year,
however, the Senate should put
together questionnaires for both the
students who are searching for
housing and those who have already lived off campus, so that the
questions posed by next year’s
sophomores may have could be
answered by the student’s who have
already lived off campus.
3) “I don’t think that here is a
straightforward answer. The Senate and the Administration and the
CSL have to work together next
year... This is a question that must
be thought out, you cannot come
up with an answer overnight when
a person’s individual right’s are
involved,” Prado said.
Leon-Prado stressed the need
for open discussion on topics of
racism, sexism, and homophobia,
saying that free speech must be
see LEON-PRADO, page 2b

Ben Silverman
1) “Most of what goes on in the
Senate is presented to the Senate.
The Senate doesn’t get to explore
campusproblems thatmuch or make
decisions about things it chooses
to make decisions about,” Silverman said, pointing to AIDS and
drug awareness as two issues which
the Senate should have addressed
this past year.
“our generation grew up in the
go’s, which was defined by crack,
AIDS, and Reagan. Maybe we
couldn’t do anythmg about Reagan,
but we sure can do something about
crack and AIDS. The effects of
both are felt on campus. We live
our lives with condomsand friends
who are addicts. Tell me the last
weekend you didn’t know someone who was fucked up in some
m e r - that’s addiction too,” Silverman said.
“I always thought that I was a
liberal. I always thought that if I
was on the real Senate, I would
vote totally morally and ignore the
constituents. I realize now, that’s
not how it works. everyone’s opinion should be taken intoconsideration. In the case of MASSPIRG,
since there are so many things to
consider, I need to adjust my individual choice as to whether to give
money with the feelings of my
constituents, he added later.
2) Silverman said that he has been
directly involvedinformingthe off
campus housing committee“Two fellow senators and I are
organizing the off campus housing
book to be
to junior and
seniors living off campus. We are
trying toratelandlordsandmaintenance, and what is included with
the apartment. It would be great
when
looks for housing
to have questions answered. we
need tog0 throughthelegalityof it*
Ithink withtheA~inistrati0n7the
see s ~ ~ ~ Page
A 20N
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A U D I T I O N S !!!
SUNDAY, APRIL 9
MONDAY, APRIL 10

TuftsAmnesty International
Presents:

/Q##T€S
THE AMALGAMATES
TUFTS COED A CAPPELLA SINGING GROUP

ALL VOICES

Vladimir Albrecht
Former Prisoner of Conscience,
co-founder of
the 1st Amnesty InternationalGroup
in Moscow,
and author of How to Be a Witness

CALL TO SCHEDULE AN AUDITION
Jonathan: 629-8093
David: 629-9118

to speak about
* *
his expenences
in the Soviet Union

I

HERE'S THE PITCH...
Win A Pair of Red Sox Tickets
In the

Monday, April loth
7:30pm
Cabot Auditorium

POINTS
AFTER
BASEBALL FEVER RAFFLE
With every purchase at Points After between Sunday
April 9 and Thursday April 13, you will receive a raffle
ticket which may win you a pair of Red Sox tickets.
Drawing will be held Friday April 14.

SENIORS Don't ~i~~

the
Special Senior
"Awards"
Party

I
SANDWICHES I
HOTMEATBALL SUB
ROAST BEEF
TDRgEp

HAM
HAM & CHEESE

$2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.45

CHICgEN SALAD
EGGSALAD
TUXA SALAD
SEAI'OOD SALAD

$2.25
L60
2.25
2.35

- - -

SENIORS

.

W sandwiches axe served on your choice of bagel, b W e , sub roll, onion roll, or

wlute. whole wheat, rye, pumpernickle, Canaaan brown, or Synan bread.
Shredded lettuce, tomatoes, onions, and pickle available at no extra charge.
Shced American, provolone, or Swiss cheese available for 250 extra.

SALADS

TOSSED GARDEN
COLE SLAW

NACHOS h CmESE
YOGURT

$1.25
.60

POTATO SALAD
MACARONI SALAD

EXTRAS
$1.50
cws
.80

At
THE TUFTS CLUB

$ .60

When: Friday, April 14th
Where: The DowntownTufts Club--on the
I

FRESH FRUIT

.60

s

.40
.50

36th floor of 100 Federal Street
(Bank of Boston Building)

I
BEVERAGES

PERRIER
SOH0 SODA
POLAND SPRING
CANXXD SODA
VERY7IN"U JUICE
V-8 JUICE

$

.95
.85
.7s
.65

55
SO

ORANGE JIJICE
WHOLE MILIT

S .50
30

SKKMMILK

.so

CHOCOLATE MILK
COFFEE
TEA

50
.50
.35

DESSERTS

GOURMET COOKIE
S 50
ICE CREaM NOVEZTIES prices vary

FROZENYOGURT
CANDY

CARMICHAEL'S "POINTS AFTER"
A LATE NIGHT DELI
Sunday -Thursday 9 - 11 p.m.
POINTS ACCEPTED

* Free Hors D'Oeuvres
* Guest M.C. Bill Schein A89

* Awards Entertainment
* Cash Bar
* A Great view of Boston at Sunset

$1.35

.so

Your Invitation and Official ballot should
be in your mailbox!
So RSVP today for this great Senior Bash
and don't forget toVOTE!
(All ballots returned to the Info Desk at the Campus Center
by Wednesday, Apdll2 will be entered in a raffle for a free
lunch at The Club and Red Sox tickets.)

Call 439-5989for more info.

SENIORS

SENIORS
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ELECTION SPECIAL

Tufts Community Union Judiciary Interviews

that they should uy to deal with the

[TCUJ]and the J should deal with
them as fairly as possible... especially because it’s so hard for us to
give out space to...small organizations.
“I think that organizations
should be allocated space that are
truly worthy of it, organizations
that we know have been doing good
on campus, who have interested,
active members.”

are conflicts ofinterests and obvious biases in the people who are
having them. Idon’t know whether

ganization can come to the J,” she not very active or not very vocal or
said.
not doing what they are supposed
to or what they were recognized

2) “I would think theTCUJ should
go over each organizations guidelines yearly if they are not serving
a certain purpose to the Tufts
community... If they are not serving any sort of function, they should
definitely be derecognized.”

2) “I think that the J should review organizations. I know that

you have to reregister every semester... basically so the Senate
recognizes that you are there. But I
think that at least every semester
the J should review the organizations activities and account for their
funds and just look at what they are
doing on campus,” said Vitale.
Vitale stressed the importance
of the relationship between the
Senate and the organizations and
questioned whether or not the organizations were abusing the relationship. She felt that organizations must make an effort to use
their funds more effectively before
they return to the Senate for more
funding.
“I think that [for] certain organizations that the students show

working with the budget. We can’t
recognize new organizations if we
don’t have the funding to provide
them with the necessary materials
that they need ... The TCUJ has to
concentrate on working within the
Senate’s budget.”

it shoild be the J’s responsibility

for people to be educated on the
disputes, but I think it’s important
that we have a role in dealing with
student organizations and their role
with the Senate,” she said. She felt
thattheTCUJshould takeanactive
role in defining and clearing the
issues surrounding disputesbetween
organizations and the Senate. “I
believe that the J should try to
promote a certain cohesiveness on
campus,” she said.
“I think that organizations

Susan.Danca
1) “I don’t think it is [theTCUJ’sl

job to find out where they have to
stay but they should definitely take
it into consideration when recognizing [student organizations]. I
think they should try to find a place
for the organizations within other
ones, instead of just adding them
on [to the list of organizations],”
said Danca.
“That is obviously an important
part of the TCUJ when recognizing
organizations to find out if there is

3) “Part of what the TCUJ is there
for is mediating disputes within the
Senate. We are to make sure that
the Senate is sticking by its
constitution and if they are not, the
for, they should be reviewed ... I TCUJ should definitely be the
think they should be reported then. mediating body between such probObviously, some are more active lems and we know the Senate does
than others. I think it should be have its problems,” she said.
brought to the attention of the TCUJ.”
“In the future, the TCUJ can
3) Danca felt that the TCUJ could make student organizations more
assume the role of a mediator group aware [of the TCUJ]by coming UP
“to come between organizations Some sort of written guidelines
especially when they are in the discussing what exactly the Organiheat of disputes and [to]...keep the zation does and distributing them
situation at hand clear and... to make to all the student organizations SO
sure its all being dealt with fairly. they are aware of our function on
“I think it should be made known campus,” she said.

Committee on Student Life Interviews
by DAVID SPIELMAN
Daily Editorial Board

Bernard in den Bosch
1) Tufts is “a college campus. We

want people to be able to hold
different views and express different views and we don’t want to U y
and categorize everyone into a
narrow mindset or else we’re not
fulfilling what we’re supposed to
do. But there are certain things
which aren’t acceptable in dealing
with either racial issues or homophobic issues...All sides have to be
listened to [and] an attempt to
squelch anybody is unacceptable.
There is clearly a l i e of what things
are acceptable.”
2) “Its really hard to set a set of
guidelines. Each issue that goes in
front of the CSL has to be dealt
with and looked at, the positive
merits and the negatives of the case.
There is no real way of setting up
guidelines for an appeal type case.”

3) “There should be some type of
standards especially if we’re going
to be allowed any type of punish-

T-shirt called “Why Beer is Better
than Women.”
“I think in that closed atmosphere like Tufts where it is a community that people’s feelings do
have to be respected, and I think
that were enough people, specifically women but not necessarily
women [offended by the Tshirl]...peeple have to curtail what
they are going to say.” she said.
“I think the penalty was a little
harsh. But I think the University
made this penalty and then decided

be set. She referred to the T-shirt
case as an example. “To take away
people’s free speech is not acceptable to me, but on the other hand,
that’s the whole T-shirt issue,” she
said.
“Maybe [the standards of student behavior] need be made more
clear to people or maybe the guideline itself needs to be clarified. I
really don’t know how CSL would
do that.” she said.
Brad Frank
1) Frankgavenocommentasheis

dent behavior.

said.

William Zamagni
1) “The school has the obligation
to protect everyone’s First Amendment rights and to uphold them and
the school has also the responsibility to follow that FirstAmendment
and the whole Constitution. Its the
responsibility of the school to not
set higher standards or lower standards of the constitution and that is
why it has to uphold. The school
can’t separate itself and put Tufts

3) “The standards of the University should go as far as to protect
the rights of every student here and
the CSL being that party has in
most cases the final say in appeals
to that body. The CSL has the burden upon itself to make sure that
people’s rights are protected when
cases come before them because
precedence can be set which will
determine future actions taken by
the school,” he said.

Bob Willen
1) “There are things on this campus that rightly or wrongly are going
to offendpeople...Just because some

people are offended by something
doesn’t mean that it should be
banned... I feel very strongly that
the students on this campus have
the same freedoms and civil liberties that they would haveanywhere
else,” he said.
2) “I have trouble with a set or
guidelines because every case is
different. I think the CSL should
look at every case individually and
differently. It shouldn’t run each

Voting For The 1989-1990 School Year Seats For TheTufts Community Union Senate, Tufts Community Union Judiciary and the
Committee on Student Life Will Be Held In All Dining Halls During Lunch And Dinner, At The Campus Center From 10 A.M. -7 P.M.,
And The Hillside (Commuter)House From 10 A.M. -7P.M. So Read The Tufts Daily Election Special And Then Exercise Your Right To
Vote TODAY !!!
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FLETCHER
Calendar of events
Missile Madness: The Introduction of
New Defense Technologies into the Middle East
Tuesday, April 11,1989,9:00-3:30
The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy
Tufts University- Cabot Intercultural Center
Medford, Massachusetts

.

********

PASSOVER SEDERS
Hillel holds two seders on the first and
second nights of Passover in the faculty
Dining Room. Join us for singing,
Haggadah reading, good food and company.

W. Seth Carus, Washington Institute for Near
East Policy
Yitzchak Shichor, Hebrew University
Tom Robinson, American Enterprise Institute
Kerry Dumbaugh, Congressional Research
Service
Adel Al-Jubeir, Royal Embassy of Saudi Arabia
Mary Jane Deeb, The American University

First Seder: Wednesday,
April 19*, 6:OOp.m.
Second Seder: Thursday,
April 20* 6:OOp.m.
Do& Delay!

Co-sponsored by the following programs at
the Fletcher School:

Reserve Today!

-

Program on Southwest Asia and Islamic
Civilization
International Security Studies Program
China Program

********

Call the Hillel office, 381-3242 or x3242, by
Wednesday, April 12* to reserve for seders.

For more information please contact:
Ms. Bernadette E. Kelley (617) 628-7010
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Religious Diversity Abounds at Tufts
by HARRY S. LEFF
Senior StaffWriter

The following article is the first
of a two-purl story on religious
diversity at Tufts.
Religion is an important part
of most people’s lives. In an effort to discover the role that religion plays on the Tufts campus,
the Dean of Students Office held
an informal panel discussion on
this issue, grouping representatives from theProtestant,Jewish,
Catholic and Muslim faiths. Organized by Dean of Students
BobbieKnableandmoderatedby
Associate Professor of History and
Diplomacy Leila Fawaz, the panel

The diversity panel

discussion was taped by TUTV
so that it could be used for educational programs and as part of an
updated diversity film during next
year’s freshman orientation.
Panel I: Protestants and Jews
The first panel discussion,
between Protestants and Jews,
focused on religious stereotypes
and on the freedom that the Tufts
environment gives students to
make their own choices regarding religion.
StephanieFenner,a senior and
a Southern Baptist, tackled the
issue of stereotyping. “People
think Southern Baptists must be
racist, sexist,narrow-mindedand
restricted,” she said. “I have a
good time breaking these stere-

otypes.” She feels that her religious beliefs are similar to those
of others but that “maybe I am
more spiritual, maybe I am concerned with more spiritual things.”
Erika Bames, a junior, addressed the issue of choosing to
practice a religion. She stressed
that now that students are away
from home they can decide for
themselves whether they are religious because of their parents’
beliefs or because of their own.
She said that at college “you can
decide exactly what you are about.
You can decide how you want to
live your life. You can come to
grips with religion as a part of
your life, as a part of your identity.”
The third member of the Protestant panel, Sung Koh, a junior,
spoke about the choice to practice a religion. “Religion is between you and God,” he said.
“You decide to follow certain
procedures because you want to,
not because you are forced to. ’’
The Jewish members of the
panel talked more about their
decisions to continue practicing
once they arrived at Tufts. Alice
Shooman, a senior, noted that she
had a very positive Jewish upbringing and had been active in
several Jewish youth groups.
Before coming to Tufts, she
P h m by Karl S C + M ~ was unsure of how affiliated she
would be with Judaism on cam-

pus; however, once here, she
became involved in Hillel and
even served as its president. She
said, “I realized that I made a
consciousdecision on my own to
continue what had been fostered
by my family.”
Shooman feels that Tufts fosters a diverse environment and
gives people a real opportunity to
practice their religion. “You are
not pressured to belong to a group.
I chose to make [Judaism] part of
my own identity,” she stated.
The current president of Hillel,
Peter Gray, felt that Tufts allows
students to explore their religion
further and does not ask students
to compromise their religious
beliefs. Like Shooman, he was
unsure of what his commitment
would be to a Jewish organization at college, but said that he
has found a home in Tufts Hillel.
“It is nice. It is relaxing after a
long week of school [to go to
Hillel and services]. It allows me
to get in touch with my religious
feelings.”
Senior Judy Blumenthal comes
from a different background than
the others Jewish students; she
grew up in a predominately nonJewish town. Because of her
experiencesat home, she thought
that she wanted to assimilateonce
in college. However, at Tufts, she
decided that she did not want to.
“I am an individual. No one is

making me feel different or separated,” she said. “Tufts changed
my views about being Jewish.”
Professor Fawaz then opened
up discussion among the panelists. Fawaz explained that she
had noticed that most of the panelists were proud and self-secure
in their religious beliefs, but that
some people’s views about religion had changed. Fawaz also
noted how the students’ move to
college seemed to reinforce their
beliefs and not waken them. From
her studies of history, she has
seen that this generally holds true
because religion is mobile, whereas
other aspects of society are not,
she said.
The panelists talked about the
issue of religious choice once more.
One member of the audience, Mike
Granoff, told of his own experiences at Tufts. He came from a
Jewish home, but did not really
practice his Judaism. He said,
“Since coming to Tufts, I have
become more observant. I didn’t
plan on going to services. I did it
and became more comfortable with
it [services and Judaism].”
Koh agreed with Granoff and
said, “Religion is something that
you become closer to.” He observed that it is difficult to go to
church every week but that “my
basic relationship to God has been

see RELIGION, page 15

Evewitness Commends Development
in Cuba
.
J

by LAURA KAUFMAN
Daily Editorial Board

“Any country that can do with
its people what Cuba has done
[since Castro’s revolution] has got
a lot to teach the whole world,”
said trade union activist Don
Gurewitz at a slide show presentation on his recent visit to Cuba.
Sponsoredby Tufts Collectiveon
Latin America and Tufts Lecture
Series, Gurewitz provided a fascinating and information-packed
lecture last Wednesday. His presentation also included personal
insights on such topics as education, health care, day care, the
women’s movement, homosexuality, and human rights in today’s
Cuba. He emphasized that Cuba
is greatly advanced in comparison to most other third world
nations.
Gurewitz first explained that
the United States government
has prohibited visits by U.S. citizens to Cuba with exception to
journalists and academic researchers. He travelled to the island
with a group of Boston University students and their professor.
“I’m not an expert on Cuba,” he
commented, “I saw what I saw. I
did a lot of reading before I went,
to prepare.”
Daily Scenes in Havana
Before showing the first set of
slides which depicted everyday
scenes in Havana, Gurewitz told
the audience to “keep your eyes
on the streets,” noting the lack of
visible poverty, violence, and
homelessness in the city. In fact,
Gurewitz explained that Havana’s
atmosphereis very calm, relaxed
and pleasant. His conviction that
there is very little, if any, street
crime in the city was supported
by audience member and Romance
Languages Professor Jill Netchinsky who noted that on her last
visit to Cuba, she walked through
the streets alone at 3 a.m. and felt
completely safe.
Slides of Havana included

pictures of supermarkets, housing, billboards, and schools.
Gurewitz flashed an interior shot
of a small market and said, “as
soon as you go in you realize it’s
notaStop&Shop,” fortheitems
being sold are necessities and are
not found in “ten thousands.”
He explained that the food is
inexpensive due to government
subsidization and that everyone
gets a fixed amount of scarce
items like beef. However, if people
have extra money, they can buy
more of a particular good on a
parallel market.
Slides taken of billboards featured not advertisements for toothpaste and cigarettes, but political
slogans and famous quotes and
drawings of revolutionary leaders and writers Jose Marti and
Che Gueverra.
The pictures of housing in
Havana featured very run-down
structures, although the country
is in the midst of a tremendous
construction boom. Gurewitz
explained that housing was not a
priority in the first years of the
revolution because the government was more concerned with
building up the infrastructure such
as roads. Currently, the government is planning to build 250,000
new units and to have renovated
70 percent of housing in the old
part of the city by the year 2000.
Despite a housing shortage,
virtually no one is homeless in
Cuba because rent is limited by
law to 10 percent of one’s income, eviction is illegal, and
housing cannot be sold for a profit,
Gurewitz explained. Additionally,
the government encourages
homeownership, providing subsidization and 20-year loans for
those individuals interested in
purchasing a house, he said.
Education in Cuba
Since therevolution,Cuba has
eliminated a 70 percent illiteracy
rate and 13 percent of the budget
is spent on education, said Gurewitz. Amajority of the slide show

focused on education in Cuba,
which is based on Jose Marti’s
educational theory of having
physical labor be a part of learning. Gurewitz maintained that he
walked into classrooms and took
pictures at random and that the
Cubans were not hesitant to answer any of his questions.
All Cuban students do some
kind of work as part of their schooling. For example, Gurewitz
showed a slide of high school
students working at a citrus plantation and explained that the students work on the plantation three
hours a week as part of their normal curriculum. “It’s enforcing
the notion that you can’t learn to
use your mind if you don’t know
how to use your hands,” he said.

Students are also encouraged
by the government to choose a
career. Gurewitz presented pictures of the Pioneer Palace in
Havana, a new, modem educational facility dedicated to Che
Gueverra. Just one of many such
schools in Cuba, students come
to the Pioneer Palace a few hours
one day a week for eight months
to participatein any of 230 different “interest circles,” careeroriented classes that expose the
students to such occupations as
glassblowing,baking, plumbing,
fishing, medicine, “virtually every
job you can think of,” he said.
All education including these
special schoolsis completely free
up through the graduate level and
is open to everyone, regardlessof
gender, class, or race. Students
wear uniforms to cut across class
differences and to promote the
educational philosophy that no
one is better than anyone else,
Gurewitz explained.
Daycare Centers Increasing
There are over 1,OOO day care
centers in Cuba serving over
100,000children aged 45 days to
six years old, said Gurewitz. Beside
being incredibly inexpensive at
the maximum cost of one dollar

due to government subsidization,
one of the most interesting facts
about these centers is that they
are all built by neighborhood
volunteer labor. According to
Gurewitz, the government will
provide free building materials
provided there is the necessary
labor to construct the facilities.
He maintained that 110 new
centers have been built by volunteer labor in Havana in the last
two years and that the city has
more day care slots than are in
demand. The only requirement
for parents wanting to enroll their
children is that both parents are
working.
Similar to primary and secondary education, day care facilities are centers of physical and
intellectual development. Children have minor tasks to perform
such as watering plants, and boys
and girls are encouraged to play
together, said Gurewitz. Additionally, fathers are encouraged to
participate in childhood development.
Concern Over AIDS
There are over 270 hospitals
in Cuba today and 15 percent of
the budget is spent on medicine,
noted Gurewitz as he flashed a

slide of a modern hospital that he
called “Cuba’s pride and joy.”
According to Gurewitz, this sixyear old “high-tech” hospital
features 1,000 beds, 38 specialties including micro-surgery and
organ transplants,and a computerrun administration. It’s all free,
even for foreigners on an outpatient basis (there is a small fee
for foreignersstaying overnight),
and “people sit for only about 10
minutes [to wait for health care]
at any time in the day,” he said.
Gurewitz also noted many of
Cuba’s health care achievements
including the fact that the country has completely eradicated
normal Third World contagious
diseases such as the measles and
tetanus and that the island has a
higher life expectancy rate (75
years) and a lower infant mortality rate than the United States.
Moreover, the infant mortality rate
is the same for blacks and whites.
Cuba’s greatest health care
concerns include the spread of
AIDS due to the tourist industry
boom and teen-age pregnancy,
“a real problem throughout
Cuba,” said Gurewitz.

see CUBA, page 19

I Acclaimed Documentarv Filmmaker
Makes Rare Public Appearance
Frederick Wiseman, one of the most honored documentar)
filmmakers, will be speaking this evening as part of the Experimen.
It
al College’s 25th Anniversary lecture series on discovery and inno.
vation, according to Assistant Director to the Experimental College
Howard Woolf.
Wiseman has made films about subjem as wide-ranging as the
army, a department store, and the police. But he is perhaps best.
known for his ground-breaking and controversial work, Titticur
Follies.
This is a film that documented conditions at the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts mental-health facility at Bridgewater and that.
because of court injunctions,has never been shown to the public. Yei
it was directly responsible for legislative investigationsinto -- and a1
least some reform of -- the state’s mental-health system.
Wiseman will speak tonight about his career, take questions from
the audience, and screen High School, a film he made nearly 20 years
ago which records, in stark detail, the everyday realities of life in s
metropolitan Boston public high school.
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Congratulations to the Academic Awards Recipients
DeDartmental Pr izes and Scolarshipq
GeneraI Prizes and Scholarshim
The Alpha Omicron Pi Prize Scholarship
Ruth Gulbas T90
The Alpha Xi Delta Prize Scholarship
Emily K. Bruder J90
The Association of Tufts Alumnae
Seventy-fifth Anniversary Award
Mary E. Benson J89
The Bennett Memorial Scholarship
Charles J. Trantanella E89
The Benjamin G. Brown Scholarship
Stephanie H. Seiler 189
Steven A. Wilmarth E89
The Mary Grant Charles Prize Scholarship Fund
Douglas F. Adams A89
The Gemma Cifarelli Memorial Scholarship
Audrey S. Armoudlian J90
The Prize Scholarship of the Class of 1882
Garnett R. Bruce A89
The Class of 1898 Prizes
Jennifer Ely J89
Daniel A. Feldman A89
Charles A. Marlin E89
The Class of 1911 Scholarships
Suzanne Flapan J89
Morva A. Macdonald J89
The Class of 1942 Prize Scholarship
Joseph P. Simmons A89
Alexandra M. Vacroux J89
The Community Service Award
Vikram K. Akula
Melissa E. KrinzmanJ90
Deborah E. MapesG91
The Donald A. Cowdry Memorial Scholarship
Julie E. Bierman J90
Michael J. Dooley A89
The Mabel Daniels Prize in Music and Literature
Deborah M. SteinJ89
The de Florez Prize in Human Engineering
Janet S. Blackwell E89
Stephanie A. Guerlain J90
The Alex Elias Memorial Prize Scholarship
Michael J. Egan A89
The Frederick Melvin Ellis Prize
Vernon L. Riddick A89
The Ethel M. Hayes Scholarship
Maureen M. Young
The Lewis F. iManly Memorial Prize
Susan B. Anzalone J89
Jeffrey L. Feinberg A89
The Multicultural Service Award
John E. Orcutt A89
The Ellen C. Myers Memorial Priie
Robert P.Sneirson A89
The Class of 1947 Victor Prather Prize
Rachel H. Kravitz J89
The Charles F. Seymour Jr. Prize
Kristen L. Kelly J89
The Philip E. A. Sheridan, M.D. Prize
Renee M. Jourdenais J89
Steven I. Locke A89

The Robert L. Nichols Scholarship Prize
Todd M. HurleyE90
The Outstanding Achievement Award in the department of Music
Cathryn A. Miller 589
The Philosophy Award
Martiio Traxler A89
The Prospect Hill Chapter, Daughters of the Revolution Prize
Scholarship
Lisa I. Friedman J89
The William Howell Reed Prize in German
Dina B. Bahrawy J89
The Resumed Education for Adult Learners Prize Scholarship
Kate Gallagher J89
The Russian Prize
Tracy E. Kwiker J90
Joseph P, Simmons A89
The Frederic J. Shepler Memorial Prize in French
Elaine M. Turcotte E89
The Sociology Prize
Heather R. Weston 589
The Joseph and Sara Stone Prize
Alice H. Shooman J89
The Max Tishler Prize Scholarship
Michael J. Bell A90
The Paul A. Warren Award in Genetics
Vivian W. Benoit J91
Andrew L. Feller A 90

The Department of Anthropology Prize
Moira C. Gill 589
The Dr. Louis Berger Scholars Fund
Marguerite H. Gowen J89
The Boston Greek Prize
Christopher J. Malerich A90
The CharlesG. Bluhdorn Prize in Economics
Lisa B. Berens 589
Robert R. Gheewalla A89
The Moses True Brown Prize
Carol A. Riddell J89
The Thomas Harrison Carmichael and Emily Leonard Carmichael Prize Scholarship
Ian D. Fier A89
The Class of 1921- Leonard CarmichaelPrize Scholarship Fund
Margaret B. Ansell J90
Laura S. Meridy J89
Craig B. Sanders A89
The Department of Chemical Engineering Prize
Paula C. Alex E89
The Anna Quincy Churchill Prizes in General Biology
George D. Chu A91
Janet R. Harrison J91
Tanya J. Schwartz 390
Michael W. Tsang A92
The Computer Science Prize
Paul T. Marquis A89
The Distinguished Achievement Award in International Relations
Lawrence A. Abelson A89
The Amos Emerson Dolbear Scholarships
Charles J Trantanella E89
Steven A. Wilmarth E89
The Priscilla N. Dunne Prize Scholarship
Lisa M. Allen J89
Lisa J. Hirsch 589
Maureen M. Young J89
The Durkee Scholarships
Michael J. Egan A89
The Margaret Durkee Angel1 and Henrietta Brown Durkee Scholarship Fund in
memory of Professor Frank W. Durkee
Denise D. Dewald 589
The Elliot- Peasron Department of Child Study Prize
Amy C. Kemp 589
The James Vance Elliott Political Science Prize
Joseph P. Simmons A89
The Department of English Prize
Mary L. Trump J90
The Constantine Ghikas Prize in Romance Languages
Kathleen A. ONeilJ89
The John S. Gibson Award
Neil Peretz
Joseph P. Simmons
The Goddard Rhetorical Prize
Kristen L. KellyJ89
Janan M. Kubba J89
The Marjorie B. Greene Award
Jean M. Boudreau T89
The Greenwood Prize Scholarship
Elizabeth L. Gladhill189
The Morris and Sid Heyman Prize Scholarships
Daniel Y .K. Ang E89
Andrew R. Davidson E89
Paul S. Halpern E89
Rachel E. Learned E89
Edward C. Lowry E89
The History of Art Prize
John A. Matteo E89
The Marion Ricker Houston Prize Smlarship in Economics
David C. Fording A89
Steven I. Locke A89
Sharon C. Piantes J89
The Albert H. Imlah History Prize
Jason B. Barshak A90
The Ralph S. Kaye Memorial Prize
Steven A. Wilmarth E89
The N. Hobbs Knight Prize Scholarship in Physics
Huseyin Ozkaramanli E90
Alexander Tziranis E90
The Laminan Prize in Romance Languages
Donald C. Wayne A89
The Earle F. Littleton Scholarship
Gregory B. Johnson G91
Amy L. ShallcrossE89
The Mechanical Engingeering Prize
David A. Flodman E89
Gary G. Leisk E89
The Russell E. Miller History Prize
William F. Ryan A89
The William Frank Wyatt Prize (Latin or Greek)
Christopher J. Malerich A90

ComDetitive Prizes and ScholarshiDS
The Marshall Hochhauser Prize
Daniel A. Feldman A89
Therese M. On J89
The Wendell Phillips Memorial Scholarship
Daniel A. FddmanA89
Runners UP: Vikram K.Akula A90. Bradford E. Bemsiein A89,
Thomas M. Hirata A89. Patrick J. Keenan A89

From the Academic Awards Committee and
the Dean of Students

‘Mates Not as Hot as Anticipated
by ESTHER

Daily Staff Writer

Last Thursday night’s concert
at Goddard Chapel f a t e % the
AmalgamatesOwed its Success to
stunning performances from the
StanfordFleet Street Singers and
Yak’s ~ P r o v i ~ t i o ngroup,
a l the
Purple Crayon. UnfOflUnatelYfor
the Amalgamates, the tight and
virtually flawlessperformance of
the Stanford Fleet Street Singers
proved to be a hard act to follow.
The all-male a cappella singing group outshone the Mates in
originality, technique, strength,
and justplain fun. Outfittedin red
bow ties and black vests, they
presented a show that was as slick
as their appearance. Their Selection of such quirky and unusual
songs as “Rawhide,” complete
with cattle call sound effects;the
Talking Heads’ “Psycho Killer;”
“The Pharaoh Bop,” a Fleet Street
original song about a dance craze
of the ancient Egyptians; and
everyone’s favorite holiday theme
song, “You’re a Mean One, Mr.
Grinch,” really entertained the
crowd.
. In addition to their dynamic
vocal abilities, the singers also
displayed their dancing skills as
they glided through steps choreographed into certain numbers. The
transitions between songs flowed
effortlesslydue to well-rehearsed
comedic skits which poked fun at
the Barbizon School for Models
and World of Wheels.
Their humorous interaction
with the adience during the songs
and the skits further enhanced
their performance and made it all

the more enjoyable. They retumed
for one encore after thunderous
amlause and foot stamping
from
-~
audience.
Continuing in the tradition of
audience participation, Purple
Crayon impressed thecrowd with
its quickness and clever responses
to thecrowd’s suggestions.Never
at a loss for words, they proved
their keen improv skills by making it look so easy.
They successfully incowrated
the crowd’s outbursts, no matter
how outrageous,into their inventive routines and created many
memorable moments. They created a talk show panel of experts
consistingof a welder, an Eastern
Airlines pilot, and a sex therapist
who all had to answer questions
about eye crust trom the audience.
The troupe astounded the
audience with its versatility as
the members made up a rap song
about women’s abortion rights off
the top of their heads. The lyrics
rhymed as well as conveyed a
serious, thoughtful message. Their
performance served as a relaxing
comedy break between the two
singing groups.
The main flaw in the Mates’
performance was that their numbers appeared forced and unnatural and lacked the genuine exuberance exhibited by the Fleet
Street Singers. Their opening
number lacked vitality despite Eli
Lourie’sagilemotions around the
stage and failed to excite the
audience.
However, things improved as
they performed older matenal with
which they felt comfortable. Sandy

&e

Resnick’s heartfelt rendition of
“NeverMy Love” withitssoothing harmonies lulled the audience. Other successful solos included Steve Vath’s rendition of
“Black Water” and Jill Nurenberg’s version of “I Can See
Clearly Now.” The Mates’ talents peaked and shone through
during their jazzy performance
of the be-boppy “That Cat is
High.” They seemed to be really
enjoying themselvesin this number as thev relaxed and let their
I
Photo by Denise Drower
voices soar.
Although powered by strong The Amalgamates gave a lackluster performance at the Chapel
vocals, their somewhat overdone last Thursday.
version of Buster Poindexter’s ofdisapprovalemanatedfrom the been more developed. They endeu
“Hot,Hot,Hot” appearedforced crowd after the Mates presented the show on an upbeat note as
and dragged on. While dancing various tasteless slogans for Na- they returned toperform theplayand singing up and down the aisles, tional Condom Week. Although ful “Mockingbird” and the fathey Sprayed silly String into the funny, their parody of “Master- vorite “Big Chill Medley.”
air as they tried to enliven the piece neater” was long and &awn Overall, this performancedid not
audience.
out. A mock mudwrestling con- display the Mates’ combined talThe comedic skits between test between a Mate and unsus- ents due to an absence of energy
numbers did not flow smoothly wring Bubs in the audience would and a unifying force which left
and lacked true originality. Grams have worked better if the idea had the audience disappointed.

RELIGION
11 -

continued from page
learned a lot about one another’s
kept up and grown stronger.”
religions.
Panel 11: Catholics and
Past experiences,and those at
Muslims
Tufts, caused Fitzgerald to see
The second panel consisted of religion as a vehicle to some ultiCatholicsand Muslims. Although mate destination, God. He said,
this panel had the potential to be “People may want to go to the
quite contentious, many views same place, but they all go differexpressed by both sides were ent ways. I respect it. However,
similar in nature.
Droblems arise when one way is
above another.”
Keith Fitzgerald,asophomore
and a
spoke On the
The next panelist to speak was
idea of the effect Tufts has had On Douglas Parent. He explained that
his religious beliefs-He said that he had confronted most of his
the biggest change occurred in conflicts with religion in high
his open-mindedness to Other
school, but that he still encounreligions. During his freshman ters Some stereotypes of Cathoyear, he lived in a triple with two lies.
Jewish students-Fitzgeraldcame
Heremarked that when people
from a
catholic ~CkgroUnd hear he is a Catholic, the words,
and had little, if any, contact with “conservative,” ‘<thepop,’’ and
~oPleofotherfaiths.Becauseof ‘‘a rigid religion” enter their
his involvementin church affairs, minds.
he had been invited to go to
HefeltthatpeopleatTufts,for
Louisiana to meet With the
the most part, are accepting and
in the fall of 1987.He explained have made him feel comfortable
that when he returned, he and his with his religion. Yet, he stressed
roommates “had religion con- that when people ask him his revenations, one after another” and ligion he says that he is Christian,

but

not Catholic. “I tend not to agree
with or practice all Catholic beliefsand customs,’’ he explained,
stating that he is basically conservative, but holds some liberal
views.
Marjorie Lindo, a student from
Panama, a predominately Catholic country, thought that she would
be at a disadvantage when she
came to Tufts because she would
no longer be in a predominately
Catholic society. However, she
discovered that “being in this
environment helped foster my
religion, it made me stronger.”
Lindo explained that she was
also afraid that no one would be
at Mass and was surprised when
she went and saw so many people
there.
Lindo pointed out that many
of her friends are Catholic, but
“it is not a criteria for choosing
my friends. I have had the opportunity to meet more people of
many other religions. [Tufts]has
made me more sensitive to others’ beliefs.”
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PIRG

continued from page 2
paigns, the PIRG’s have taken
strong leadership positions on
matters of critical importance to
the health and safety of our society.
Participating in the PIRGs on
campuses throughout the country, students have had the opportunity to learn research, public
speaking, and organizational
development skills and to fulfill
their desire to help shape social
issues that are of personal concem. The Department of Urban

and Environmental Policy regularly accepts graduate students
who have had positive work experience with the PIRGs. We view
such experiencesas one indicator
of future success in the graduate
program.
Here on campus, the PIRG
chapter has been a leading voice
in raising student consciousness
and interest in environmental
issues. I have been invited to speak
at several PIRG events. They have
been well organized and well

attended. Cutting the resources
for such an important element of
campus and political life would
sadly diminish student opportunities for fmding an effective plane
to participate in defending and
improving the quality of their and
our lives.
Ken Geiser,
Director of External Training,
Department of Urban and Environmental Policy

SENATE

continued from page 2
Rules of Order. There are
various checks and balances on
the Senate that insure senators
follow Robert’s Rules. In fact,
campaign promises aside, senators have no choice but to abstain
from voting on matters in which
they hold a minority view because of a personal connection
with an issue.
This does not mean they will
be bad senators. In fact, of

.e..

Baseball Season Opening
Special
.e

all the student organizations, I
cannot think of one whose nature
(theoretically at least) is more
suited for preparing people to do
the advocacy work necessary for
the Senate to be successful than
MASSPIRG.
I am writing neither to endorse
nor oppose the candidacy of any
specific candidate, but to ask those
who are still undecided to vote of
the basis of what they know about

each individual, and not because
of fears of conflict of interest.
Remember also the purpose of
the Senate: to be an effective group
that accurately enacts the will of
the students by unifying and
thereby strengthening our individual power.

to critique the latest albums and
movies, cover the shows and
concerts in Boston, it is getting
harder to find people willing to
face the gauntlet and write an
honest, perhaps critical, review
of on-campus subjects.
As the new editors take over
next semester, it is my hope that
the on-campus arts community
will adopt an understanding of
what an arts reviewer, and the
Daily Arts Department, is trying
to attain. The Arts Department
welcome new writers, and would

be very excited to have active
drama majors writing objective
reviews of on-campus theater, or
classical musicians to cover the
Tufts and Boston Symphony
Orchestras.Our aim is to produce
the best arts coverage possible,
hopefully to the advantage of the
entire Tufts community, rather
than the dismay of Tufts’ arts
community.

the side of the road. The prolifers, who were holding signs
(one person.was holding a baby
shoe) and chanting, were met by
Tufts students shouting, “Prochoice, that’s a lie, they don’t.
care if women die.”
The marchers came upon another group of pro-life protesters
shouting, “Repent of your sins,
America.” Tufts students respondedby shouting,“Two-foursix-eight, separate church and
state.”
Tufts students basically
marched as one group throughout
the march. They reached the
Capitol Building at about 2 p.m.,
but because of the initial delay,
had missed a number of the speakers.
At the Capitol, the Reverend
Jesse Jackson said, ‘‘No one has
the right to take away anyone’s
freedom of choice or lifestyle...
each of us must fight for what we
believe in. I am pro the right to
chose because unfree people
cannot make free choices.
Jackson’s general point was
the comparison of women’s repression in 1989 to past repression of African-Americans, pointing out that women on the average earn three-fifthsof what men

march on. March on against
homophobia... march on. March
for peace, march on, march, on,
march on,” Jackson called to the
marchers. The crowd responded
with the chant, “Keep hope alive.”
Eleanor Smeal, former NOW
president and current chair of the
National Advisory Board of NOW,
said “We will never go back
again” and urged people to be
active after the march was over.
“We are not just going home.
We are going to have to make
sure that this country stops harassment of abortion clinics,”
Smeal added.
Don Edwards, a Democratic
Congressman from California, said
that “the right to equality under
the law and the right to reproductive freedom -- these two rights
are inseparable.”
Other speakers at the Capitol
included current NOW President
Molly Yard, Vermont Governor
Madeline Kunin and singer
Melissa Manchester. Women’s
rights activist Gloria Steinem
introduced entertainers Whoopie
Goldberg, Cybil Shepard, Morgan Fairchild, and Marlo Thomas
at the Capitol. ’
The National Abortion Rights
Action League conducted a petition drive during the march in
support of legalized abortion.

Elizabeth Skidmore 5’89
Former TCU Vice President

INFAMOUS

continued from page 2
Finally, the Tufts Arts community should bear in mind that
The Daily, as a college paper, is a
training ground for journalists and
critics alike. Writing reviews in a
school paper, like on-campus
theater, performance, dance and
music, is, essentially, a learning
experience and training ground.
Our writers are spread thin, trying
to produce a quality arts page
every day on a wide range of
subjects. While we are able to
find people to interview Terry
Gilliam, The Fixx, or Lyle Mays,

Campus Center Commons

Steamed Hot Dog
and
Medium soda
$.99
Available from
11:30am-Midnight
April 3-14

Colin Woodard
Daily Arts Editor

MARCH

L

continued from page 1
“You don’t have to be wealthy:
you don’t have to be filled with
status; you don’t have to be white
to count,” Mary said. The group
then sang “If I Had a Hammer,”
also a song from the 1963 march.
Other speakers at the Washington Monument included entertainer Holly Near and Democratic Senator from California Alan
Cranston.
The actual march then began
at 12 p.m., but the Tufts students
had to wait for approximatelyone
hour to get on the route because
of the massive number of marchers. Other bands played after Peter,
Paul and Mary while the marchers waited to start.
The marchers displayed a wide
variety of banners, posters and
buttons, as well as the ever present coathanger symbol. Slogans
included “Freedom to Choose
When and How to Give Birth,”
“Pro-Choice Catholic,” “You
May Knock Me Up ButYou Can’t
Keep Me Down,” “Utopia or
Bust,” and “Don’t Fuck With
My Womb.”
Rumors circulated that prolifers had lied down on the road to
block the march route. Marchers
were told to walk around the
pmtesters. The marchers then took
an alternate route and encountered a group of pro-lifers along

earn.

“March on against sexism...

DESIGN-

-

continued from page 1
made of two bars without cracking the egg, according to Toma.
At the awards presentation,
Laura Hoffberg, a graduating Tufts
senior, was awarded the Jonathan
Taylor Mead Creative Prize in
Engineering Design.
The award is given to those
students who display creativity

and resourcefulness in the field
of engineering design as an undergraduate, according to a University press release.
The award was named in honor?
of Jonathan Taylor Mead, who
earned a mechanical engineering
degree from Tufts in 1970. He
wrote his undergraduate thesis on

man-powered flight and received
a master’s degree in engineering
design in 1976. Mead, who died
recently of Legionnaire’s disease,
was also an employee of Raytheon. Toma said that a number
of Raytheon employees were
present at the awards banquet and
presentation.
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Women’sLacrosse

Tufts Dominates Mount
Holyoke, 14-4
Jumbos Jump Out to 3-0 Season Start

Around The Dial
Way to go, Sox. Hoo ha.
So much for making a run at the Orioles’ streak.
How ‘bout that Wes Gardner, though, huh?Two-thirds of an inning
yesterday. Two-thirdsof a goddamned inning. Three runs. All earned.
(That’s an ERA of 40.50 if you’re keeping score at home).
What the hell is going on here? So much for Morgan Magic. (You
knew things were off to an ominous start when Morgan missed his
debut on The Joe Morgan Show after his plane from Tampa to
Baltimore on Opening Day Eve was delayed. Then again, maybe you
didn’t.)
Anyway, they finally won yesterday (although they needed three
Kansas City errors, five pitchers, and a Bill Buckner ninth-inning
groundout to -- excellent irony here -- fvst base to do it). Now they’re
only 1-4.
And Clemens hasn’t won yet

An interesting thing happened at the Bruins game Thursday night.
Down, 1-0, in games in their opening round series against Buffalo,
the Bruins played a tough, scoreless first period in Game 2 against the
Sabres.
But early in the second period, a horrendous defensive lapse
allowed Buffaloto get three straight goals and go up 3-0, a lead they
could have easily sat on for the rest of the game. Boston had not beaten
Buffalo yet this year, and the boos from the Garden crowd were
genuine, and earnest
Despite the fact that this team really doesn’t have the horses to go
any further than the second round this year (read: they’re going to get
clobbered by Montreal), the Garden fans expected more out of their
team. A playoff level of intensity was simply not there. Were the
Bruins just going to pack it in for the season? Not if the rowdy, noisy
faithful at the Garden could have anything to do with it.
Somehow, the B’s got two goals before the end of the period,
punctuated by Greg Johnston’s shorthanded goal less than a minute
before the horn. And when they came out for the third period, they
were showered with a standing ovation from the fans. And they came
through, as Bobby Carpenter assisted on the game-tier and tossed in
the go-ahead goal just a few minutes later, sending the Garden crowd
into sheer delirium. The regulars back up where I was sitting were
banging on the metal heating grates and pounding on the plaster parts
of the back wall, and the fans in balcony above us (and I mean right
above us) were stomping on the ground so hard it seemed like the
whole balcony was coming down.
The noise was incredible.
The Bruins hung on to win the game, 5-3, and the fans were treated
to another goal, and several excellent fights (and don’t think that the
regulars weren’t looking forward to those), and a turnabout in the
series. And it proved something to me once again, something I first
became vaguely aware of when I was taken to my first Bruins game
at the age of six and told to watch the guy wearing the white #4 jersey.
The Red Sox might be New England’s team, and the Celtics might
be Massachusetts’ team, and the Patriots might be Victor Kiam’s
team, but for the last 20 years, since Bobby Orr first skated onto the
Garden ice, the Bruins have been and probably will continue to be,
undeniably Boston’s team.
Scenario: Incompetent Celtics stumble out of the playoffs (now
that could never happen, could it? Washington’s only a game behind,
boys and girls...), Rumeal Robinson goes hardship, and the Celtics
wind up with the hometown boy. Hmm. That would solve some
problems in the backcourt, now, wouldn’t it? More Likely Scenario:
The Celtics find a way to get Danny Ferry.
Finally, although mentioning other campus publications in this
space is usually not done, congratulations are definitely due to
Sportspectrum for putting out a marvelous issue -- mavbe their best
efforts since founders Jon Last and David Klein left the Hill two years
ago.
They changed their focus entirely (for those of you who haven’t
seen the issue yet, the much smaller, black-and-white magazine deals
entirely with Tufts sports history), and while that might not work
consistently in the future, it certainly succeeded in this issue.
They did what their format and publication schedule allows them
to do best -- they conducted in-depth, extensive interviews and spent
time in the library archives (and got some good pictures, too!).
And while I might quibble --as was expected in the preface -- with
some of the selections on the all-time Tufts Men’s Basketball team, I
certainly couldn’t quibble very vociferously, especially since recommendations from former players, coaches and spectators was obviously a large factor in determining the team.
So no matter what happens to Sportspectrum next year or in the
future, Brian Margulies and his staff deserve commendation for a
journalistic and historical job well done.

notably by Catherine Belldotti,
DAVID ROTHENSTEIN Becca Knapp, and Jennifer Lee,
Daily Editorial Board
allowed very little to get through.
It was a t the 1500 minute
Although it is somewhat difficult to find the right words to mark that the Jumbos’ noted ofpraise the Women’s Lacrosse team, fensive balance kicked in to high
Friday’s game against Mount gear. Senior Laura Manning (three
Holyoke was certainly a strong goals, two assists) increased the
credit to the squad. Despite not lead to 3-0 on a beautiful pick
playing up to their full potential, play behind the Holyoke net, and
the Jumbosstill managedto merge then she beautifully fed Lee for
with a 144 victory. Subsequently, another Tufts score.
they blew out Trinity on Saturday
After Lowe drilled her third
by the score of 16-2, and in the goal at 1022 (on a perfect pass
process managed to raise their from Karin Schottin the middle),
season record to 3-0.
freshmanMajorie Kozart notched
By all counts, the first 25 her first goal of the season, with
minutes were all Tufts. Combin- the assist going to another freshing effectivedefense and apotent man, Kim Zinman.
offense, the Jumbos were able tc
Manning closed out the first
keep the ball in the Mount Hol- half scoring with 4:40 left, pushyoke end for the better part of the ing the Jumbo lead to 7-0 on the
halE bv the time the whistle blew very same pick play that had
athhfime and the smoke cleared,
Tufts found itself comfortably
ahead, 7-0.
As has become all too common a sight for the Jumbos’ opponents, it was junior Melissa
Lowe who came out firing and
got Tufts on the board from the
outset. With only 22 seconds
elapsed in the game, Lowe snuck
through Holyoke’s defense and
got her first of six goals on the
day, which she promptly followed
up a few minutes later with a
wicked shot from the right side.
Although Mount Holyoke
managed some penetration near
the Jumbo net, goalkeeper Sheryl
Bergstein (seven saves) and her Senior Laura Manning puts in
formidable defense, led most Mount Holyoke last Thursday.

confounded the Mount Holyoke
defense previously.
But it was not all perfect for
coach Carol Rappoli, who noted
that “we need to work on our
shooting, because in the first half
we hit their goalie about seven
times... she wasn’t really making
any saves. That would’ve blown
the game open.”
Despite the fact that they
weren’t playing perfect lacrosse,
the powerfd Jumbos still had their
opponents looking lost on the field.
Two early goals by Manning and
Lowe in the second half furthered
the already huge lead. However,
for about three minutes at the
beginning of the second half, it
was the Jumbos turn to look lost,
as Mount Holyoke mounted an
see W A X , page 18
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one of her three goals against

Men’s Lacrosse
~

Frustration Time Again For Jumbos
Tufts Loses Second Straight Match In Final Minute
by JUSTIN PROCHNOW
Daily StaffWriter

Could’ve. Should’ve. Didn’t.
That pretty much sums up the
game for the Men’s Lacrosse team
on Saturday. If you didn’t know
any better, you would think that it
was areplay of thehherstgame
from last Wednesday. Once again,
the Jumbos traded goals the entire game, only to have the winning goal scored on them in the
final minute. With the 12-11 loss
to Trinity, the Jumbos dropped to
1-2 on the season.
The way the game started off
for the Jumbos, it looked like it
was going to be a very long day.
Trinity scored the first threegoals
of the game, the last two of that

group coming just 30 seconds
apart. But the Jumbos were not
about to let Trinity walk away
with this one.
Scott Kurlander opened up the
scoring for the Tufts squad, with
an assist from Jon Koffler. Less
than a minute later, Kurlander
came back with a pass over the
top of the goal that the Trinity
goalie let by, and Rodney Harrison took the ball and bounced it
through to close the score to 3-2.
The teams battled back and forth,
and after a penalty, the Jumbos
found themselves down a man. A
quick transition up field gave Tufts
a ‘fast break,’ and sophomore Tim
Simpson scored on a pass from
Sean Flahefiy to even the score at
3-3. All the momentum was with

Co-Captain Mike Reddep’s three goals and one askst weren’t
enough to pull out a victory Saturday for Tufts.

the Jumbos now, and things were
looking up.
Unfortunately, Trinity came
back with a nifty attack up the
field with crisp passes, ending
with Trinity freshman Ryan Martin scoring on a pass from senior
Doug Stebbins.Thiscombination
proved to be a big problem for the
Jumbos as Stebbins and Martin
combined for eight goals and two
assists on the afternoon.
Although down after the end
of the first period, the Jumbos
were not behind for long. Half a
minute into the second quarter,
Kurlander and co-captain Mike
Redden combined to make the
m r e 4-4.The second quarter seesawed back and forth, with neither team really grabbing the
momentum. First Trinity scored,
and then Tufts answered right back
when Hanison came diving around
the left side of the goal and flipped
it to Simpson, who drilled it past
the Trinity keeper.
Once again Trinity took the
lead, 6-5, only to be tied up again.
Harrison, who was wheeling and
diving around the goal all afternoon, whipped around the right
side and flung a diving shot into
the goal. Going into halftime, the
teams were knotted at 6 goals
apiece,and it was anybody’s game
to win or lose in the second half.
Starting the second half, Redden decided that the Jumbos
meded a few goals to get the

see MLAX, page 18
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page 17
offensive and slammed in three
quick goals to cut the Tufts lead
to six, 9-3.
Rappoli later explained the
reason for the apparent Tufts minicollapse at that point: “What
happened was that the weak side
defense was actually committing
too soon, and that aliowed [Mou;
Holyoke] to sneak in behind. It
was good, aggressive defense, and
we needed only minor adjustments
to correct the problem.”
And correct that problem they
did. After the team settled down
from that shock, the rest of the
game Proved to be academic, as
the defense allowed only one more
goal and the offensepunched in a
few more.
Schott and Lee added two
3,
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And yet there is still that linscores to boost the lead to 11-3,
TCB L E C T U R E S E R I E S P R E S E N T S .
and after Mount Holyoke beat gering feeling that the Jumbos
Bergstein again, Lowe sandwiched haven’t even begun to reach their
two more of her own around a potential. Belldotti expressed the ,Director of Secretiiat of Human Rights
goal by senior Stephanie B13wer
to leave the tally at 14-4, which
was the way it stood as the game

Dr, iOScar Orellana

ended.
- --

In assessing the overall game,
Rappoli was quite pleased with
her team’s performance, despite
some minor complaints. “Although we didn’t pick the ball up
as well today, I thought that we
controlled the game and the center draw as well,” she noted. “I
think that the team is getting better and better with each game.
There’s more good than bad at
this point, and we’re definitely
moving in the right direction.”

El Salvador

It can get frustrating.’’
Senior tri-captain Lee felt that
“we’re not as settled or calm as
we can be. The defense needs to
communicate more, but we’re
working on it and it’s all overcomeable. Our expectations are
high and we’re optimistic.”

(See t01110rrOW’S Daily for complete details of Saturday’s game.)

MLAX
from

continued
page 17
adrenalin flowing, so he took the
ball up the field on his own and
nailed it home for a 7-6 lead.
About 20 seconds later, Redden
provided an instant replay in case
any fans missed the first goal,
making the score 8-6. Minutes
later, David Garfinkel scored a
goal from a Jeff Pellegrini assist
and made the score 9-6 and it
looked like the Tufts men were
on their way to their second win
of the season. After a Trinity score,
Tufts scored two more on a Harrison assisted-Kurlander goal, and
another from Redden. Now the
score was 11-7, and it looked like
the dam had burst.
Everything was in the Jumbos
favor: momentum, the score, and
the homefield crowd. However,
The Bantams, who were0-1 after
losing to Connecticut College on
Wednesday, came clawing back.
They scored three goals to close
out the quarter,amidst a sequence
where the referees must have lost
their whistles as one Trinity penalty after another went unnoticed.
Closing out the third quarter, the
score was back to a one-goal game,
with Tufts owning the l e d at 11-

10.
The fourth quarter proved to
be the most defensively dominated of the year, with only two
goals being surrendered. Unfortunately, both goals went against
the Jumbos and they could not
come up with any themselves.
The first goal came early in the
quarter, as once again the Bantams’ Stebbinsreceived apass on
the side, and banged it in for the
tie.
Some remarkable defensive
plays by the Jumbos helped keep
the game tied until the very end.
With six minutes to play, Trinity
had the ball deep in Tufts’ temtory and unleashed a shot. The
rebound was recovered by a Trinity player in front of a wide open
net, and it looked to be a sure goal
for the Bantams. Out of nowhere,
Tufts senior Ken Dash appeared
and the shot deflected off Dash’s
stick, saving the goal.
Again, with two minutes to
play another Trinity attempt was
thwarted. Goalie Bob Willen Came
up with a tremendous save at point
blank range. With 1:10 left in the
game, and the score tied at 11- 11,

the fans were hoping to see a
reversal of the Amherst game.
Their worst fears came true, as
the Trinity combo of Martin-Steb
bins scored with 50 seconds left
to give Trinity a 12-11 lead. Several attempts by the Jumbos failed,
and for the second straight game
the Jumbos lost by one goal at
home.
Although the score was almost
the same, this game was more
disappointing for the Jumbos. A
four-goal lead in the third quarter
against an average Trinity team
was a game that could have and
should have been won, and that
made the game all the more frustrating. The Jumbos have definitely been getting the scoring, as
they have knocked in a total of 35
goals ifi three games, but they
only have a 1-2record to show for
their effort. Several players had
outstanding offensive days: Redden had tkree goals and an assist,
as did Kurlander. Hanison worked
for two goals and two assists as
well. The Jumbos will try and get
on the winning road again when
they face the University of Lowell on Wednesday.

not sacrificing my m o d integrity
or my own personal beliefs and
ideals, then I would represent that
view. But I feel that I am elected to
represent, but I am also elected
because who I am, because people
trust me and trust my ideals and
beliefs. In no way can every repre-

sentative contact every person on
every issue, so its a contract that the
student community gives to its
elected representatives and I will
uplioldmyendofthecontract,unless
something comes up that is morally
reprehensible.”

/
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continued from page 5
3) “Ifit weresomethingofapressing or moral issue which I felt extremely strongly about morally I
would perhaps resign, but if it were
something that I disagreed with,
though a lot of other people said
that it was right and I did not feel
that strongly about it and if it was

INFORMATION SESSION FOR UNDERGRADUATES
WITH GENERAL AND SPECIFIC QUESTIONS ABOUT STUDENT TEACHING AND
TEACHER CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:
SPONSOR :
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2:30 p.m. - 3:15 p.m.
Braker 13
Education Department
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National Library Week
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e 1989 American Library Association
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CUBA

continued from page 11
Today there are 35,000 doctors in Cuba and 2,000 doctors
volunteering abroad, he said. Also,
4,000 students graduate from
medical school each year, Gurewitz added.
The Havana Psychiatric Hospital was the subject of much
discussion during the slide show
as Gurewitz compared it much
more favorably to the Medfield
state mental health facility in
Massachusetts. Unlike the
Medfield hospital in which Gurewitz said he saw “a million
comatose people,” the Havana
facility boasts ‘‘peoplein trouble
but nonetheless having something,
to live for.” The patients are treated
with extreme respect, he said.
Havana mental health hospital residents are encouraged to
play a useful role in society by
being given jobs to do such as
working in the rose gardens and
the chicken farm, explained Gurewitz. Many patientsreceivetraining in crafts and musical activities, and receive a paycheck at
the end of the week. The hospital
even has its own sports stadium,
said Gurewitz, who noted that
Cubans feel sports are an important factor of mental rehabilitation.
The fact that Cuba has equalized the standard of living between the city and the country
side at a relatively high level was
continued from page 5
3) “My job as a senator would be
to represent my constituents. This
would be difficultin the case in
which I disagreed with my constituents, but I would have to do it
nonetheless. I would spend a great
deal of time engaging in a dialogue

AHOLA

continued from page 5
3) “If a large constituency, an
obvious majority, was opposed to
my position, I think I would even
have to go beyond my personal
beliefs and vote the way the majority of my constituents feel. I think
that since they elect me, it gives me
the right to carry out their wishes

greatIy stressed in Gurewib’ slides
of the countryside. Picture after
picture showed pleasant, modest
homes that contained such luxuries as tiled floors, refrigerators,
hot plates, televisions and washing machines. According to Gurewitz, these items are a common
feature of country homes as are
couches, chairs, tables, and electricity.
Attitudes Toward the Soviet
Union and the U.S.
According to Gurewitz, Cuba’s
economy has grown four percent
every year for the last 30 years
‘‘despiteeverythmg you read about
Castro’s economic disaster and
blah, blah, blah.”
Although Cuba is still dependent on its sugar export industry as
well as Soviet financialand trade
support, the country is slowly
diversifying into such newly
mechanized industries as citrus
and poultry. Gurewitz maintained
that the dauy industry has “mushroomed” and that “every Cuban
kid is guaranteed a quart of milk
a day.”
When asked about the personal
financial situation of everyday
Cubans, Gurewitz replied that
everyone has enough money to
live comfortably and to buy necessities but that there aren’t many
products on which to spend their
money. “I pay half my salary in
rent,” said Netchinsky, “Cubans

with my constituency and try to
make them see my point of view. If
that was impossible, I would, with
some reservations, go ahead and
vote or speak according to the will
of my constituency.”

proven and not suspect. I think that,
works except when it oppresses a
minority, particularly through sexism, racism or homophobia.”

DINATALE
continued from page 5

3) “I am a representative of my
constituents; therefore, I will take
and if I don’t do that, then we have into consideration what they feel.
a failure of the democracy. So I can However,ifelectedIwill beelected
easily foresee going ahead and voting to make a decision which I think is
against what I personally feel is best for our community. In light of
right in order to make sure that the the petition MASSPIRG has drawn
majority voice on campus is heard up to show the support of the conbecause I feel that’s really my duty
as a Senator.”
continued from page 5

stituents, this can only be treated
lightly. If I personally were to consider this petition it would only set
a bad precedent and all other petitions would have to be considered
in the future for all other organizations as well.”

3) “I don’t vote according to my
opinion. I’m not representing myself. I’m representing the community and I vote according to what I
believe will be in the best interests
of the community and to that end I
do listen to what my constituents
have to say. I take that into account
quite heavily,” he said. He added

that he also considersfiscal str ram,
the effects of decisions on the University, long-term interests of the
community and other restraints
pertaining to the decision. “It’s my
responsibility to inform my constituents ofall the factors I takeinto
account and why certain factors
override others.’’

’

the Senate is actually a representative of the people. The best way to
know the opinion of the student
body is to get out there, ask people
what they think and be open to their
questions and comments.”

continued from page 6

HOWELL
which one was morally correct. I
would not necessarily vote my
opinion.” Casaretto said he would
abstain from voting if a conflict of
interests was involved with agroup
he was active in came before the
Senate for a vote.

thing. But if that didn’t happen,
then I would have to forego my own
opinion and I would have to go with
the majority because they’re the
Ones being affected by whatever
issue or policy that we’re voting
On.’’

continued from page 5
3) “I think there is a as fine line
between my own strongly held
opinions about an issue and that of
the majority and how to vote. I
think it has to be resolved on an
issue by issue basis. I do think its
very important to take the majority
opinion into consideration, you have
to listen to your constituents, they

who form groups on campus forget
that we are all people. We need to
have more emphasis on the student
body as a whole, as opposed to
different factors. Diversity canbea
great opponunty to learn. FYograms
should have different groups represented. There is nothing to hide,
people should be proud of our diversity, but we should try to bring
the student bodv tonether a bit more.”

voted you in, you’ve got to listen to
them, you got to take their opinions
intoaccount. Idon’tthinkasenator,
after being voted into ofice, can
justvotehowhe feels oneach issue.
He has to go out and solicit the
opinions of his or her constituency
and that’s definitely important on
how he or she votes.”

TAVARES

continued from page 5
a quorum [necessarymajority],just would go in my favor. But in the
by that fact I think the issue needs final analysis if the majority of the
to beaddressed again. Giving them class disagreed with my opinion
avoteisnottheright waytogo,but then I would have to vote in accorI do think we might explore setting dance with my class, my constituup a bicameral student ents. In this case it would be the
government...with all actions passed commuters, so I would vote acby both houses.”
cording to them. But it’sreally hard
to gauge this, you don’t know
3)
“I’d
makemy
positionclearand
continued from page 5
go through a period of discussion majority unless you take a poll.”
3) “Bestwaytodealwiththissitu- an open mind, even though that of the issue and see of the tide
ation is, most importantly, stepping might not be my exact opniion. I
back and looking at the pros and think its most important that we
cons of the majority opinion with represent our constituency.”

m

continued from page 53) “In this situation, I would obviously have to vote with the constituency because I am elected to
represent my constituency and that’s
what I would have to do.” Sands
pointed out that a political issue is
very different from a budgetary or
allocation issue. He said that fiscal
responsibilities, fiscal possibilities
and other considerations must be
taken into account. “When we’re
talking about political issues, such
as the last year’s t-shirt issue, I
would have to vote with the majority, with what the constituency
wanted and that’s how I would vote.”

KALISH--

FREEDMAN

SAMUJH

continued from page 5
3) “If the majority of the constituency expressed an opinion that was
contrary to mine, I would have to go
with the majority because I am
representing them and before I just
go and vote I would have to express
my own opinion to them and see if
we could compromise on some-

3) “I think voting with the definite
proven majority is a necessity when
your constituents have spoken;
however, qualifying that that it is

positions of domestics and prostitutes, 40 percent of modem
Cuban women work outside of
the home in a range of different
professions. In fact, 30percent of
Cuba’s technicians are women,
he said. Moreover, the Cuban army
is the only army in the world to
have women in combatpositions.
When questioned by a member of the audience why he did
not speak about the violation of
human rights in Cuba, Gurewitz
retorted emotionally, “To me there
are a lot of human rights in this
slide show. For millionsof people
who work for a living, ordinary
simple people, being able to participate in a CDR, in a women’s
movement funded by their government... this is human rights in
a very real way.”
Furthermore, Gurewitz noted
with envy the dignifying of manual labor in Cuba, explaining that
factory workers are taught that
they are a precious commodity in
society. In comparison, he said
that he feels he is treated like a
two year old in his factory by
“guys with Phd’s who can’t even
balance their checkbooks.
“It’s impossible to go there
and not be terribly impressed,”
he concluded. “Cuba is 1,000
times better than 99 percent of
our .third world nations -- no
question.’’

SANDS

continued from page 5

cASmTr0
continued from page 5
3) “I don’t always think that the
majority is right the minority views
are very important and I would act
as a trustee and I would take my
past experiences together and look
at both sides very closely and after
seeing both sides I would choose

tack. He explained that nearly
everyone serves as a volunteer in
the militia, including students.
Moreover, nearly every neighborhood has a Committee for the
Defense of the Revolution (CDR),
an organization which was originally founded to guard against
CIA infiltration and sabotage.
Presently, the CDR’s are broadening their activities to running
inoculation campaigns and collecting used stamps and selling
them abroad to gain hard currency.
Improvements in Gay Rights
Although there was tremendous persecution against homosexuals in Cuba during the 1960s
as homosexuality was identified
with the decadence of the prerevolutionary era, the social atmosphere has changed, said Gurewitz. For example, there is a law
that prohibits gays from being
teachers; though it’s still on the
books, it’s no longer enforced.
Gurewitz maintained that the
AIDS campaign contains “not a
bit of homophobia.’’ Quite the
contrary, it is perceived as a public health threat, he said.
Regarding the women’s movement, Gurewitz conveyedan attitude that women are making great
strides in today’s Cuba. Unlike
before the revolution when only
five percent of women worked
outside the house and held only

PANSING

MCKENNEY
continued from page 5
3) “When a majority of the constituency expresses an opinion, even
though it is contrary to your own
belief, you must go with what your
constituacy expresses. You are there
to represent the student body and
not your own opinions. In that way

only pay 10 percent.” In addition, most products are made
inexpensive by government subsidization and are rationed, including gas, aprecious commodity that costs about 30 cents a
gallon.
Due to the U.S. trade blockage, Cuba cannot afford to buy
the prices of most goods abroad
so the government concentrates
its resources on purchasing machinery and medicine. The Cuban government’s lack of hard
currency has in turn encouraged
them to build up the tourist industry in hopes of getting dollars to
pay for the much needed foreign
goods.
According to Gurewitz, the
Cuban people are “extremely
gmtefd for the tremendous amount
of aid they’ve received from the
Soviet Union -- many feel they
owe their existence to the Soviet
Union.’’
Regarding the Cuban people’s
attitudes toward the United States,
Gurewitz maintained that they
greatly encourage Americans to
visit the island, not only to gain
hard currency but also to show
them “whatCubais really like.”
On the flip side of the coin,
Cubans take U.S. threats “very
seriously,” said Gurewitz, as he
noted that the cities are “honeycombed” underneath with tunnels in preparation for a U.S. at-
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HAMILTON
continued from page 7
3) Hamilton said that the only way
to protect diversity is to encourage
open expression of ideas, adding
that with the exampleof the T-shirt
issue, the Senate should have promoted positive discussion on the
issues.
“The Senate should have taken
a role and made a statement about
the student’s rights. They could

UNREST

have donemore as far as encouraging positive discussion on the issue, instead of the mudslinging
which occurred. the Senate could
have worked on the issue, and held
a panel discussion on the issues.
Senators coming out with their
feelings, morally and legally, would
have cleared up the issue,” she
said.

LEON-PRADO
continued from page 7
maintained so that the discussion
is not limited.
“In order to deal with diversity
and discrimination, prejudice, sexism, racism, YOU have to be able to
have free speech. That allows the
student to voice the opinion or voice

their prejudices, and it also allows
people who were victims to confront these issues. And confronting
these issues creates aclash by both
Parties - the discriminator and the
ViCtimS7” she said..

continued from page 7
only thing they can do is help us
with this, since we can’t have additional housing until Medford and
Somerville cooperate. The Senate
has asked the Administration and
talked to Jean Mayer, and the options are just not available.
‘Thebestway to workan making
housing that is available easier to
find and make it easier for students,” Siveramn said.
3) “It’s ridiculous to givc someone
Probation 11. I think freedom of
speech, religion, etc, are the most
iherent fr&oms. as a devout Jew,
I would detest a Nazi March that
was held in front of my house, but
f they chose to do so, it would be

entirely legal. Morally. I am appalled a the T-shirt, but I feel that
legally it was fine. I feel that the
Senate should have condemned the
Administration’s Probation and the
CSL‘s decision.
“As far as diversity, I feel lucky
to be at Tufts because I have met so
many people who I don’t think I
would have met otherwise. Diversity is always pointed to, but I think
the most important thing is that
we’re all the same. In the end we’re
all human beings. We should all
realize that youFneighbor is your
neighbor, it doesn’t matter who it
is.” Silveramn said.

,
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continued from page 1
Georgian television reported
at least 100 people were injured,
said a duty officer at the city
executive committee.
Tass said the injured included
75 soldiers and policemen.
Zurab Zhankarashvili, a
member of the Helsinki Watch
group who was in thecrowd, said
tanks and busloads of soldiers
appeared suddenly and attacked
the crowd with clubs and small
shovels. Youths in the crowd used
stones, flagpoles and whatever
they could find to fight back, he
said.
A handful of Georgian policemen on the scene defended the
protesters against the Soviet
troops, Zhankarashvili said. He
claimed 50 people died and 500
were injured.

The Popular Front of Georgia kina Sarishvili, a spokeswoman

is calling for a general strike to for that group; and Mirab Kostava
protest the killings, Zhankarashvili said, “because it’s not possible to organize demonstrations
and this is the only form of protest we have left.”
Unofficial sources said many
soldiers and tanks were still in
the streets, and there were reports more were arriving in the
city of 1.2 million, 1,650 miles.
southeast of Moscow.
Authorities detained at least
five activists, theirrelatives said.
The five had been among the
leaders of the pro-independence
rallies and were identified as
Gammsachurdia; Georgy Chanturia, chairman of the National
Democratic Party of Georgia,
which started the hunger strike;

and Irakly Batryashvili.
The protests were planned to
lead up to the 1lth anniversaryof
a 1978 protest that succeeded in
destroying plans to drop Georgian as the republic’s official
language.
No violence had been reported
in Tbilisi before Friday. Some
violence had been reported in
outlying areas last week between
Abkhazians and Georgians.
Many ofthenationsmorethan
100 ethnic groups have been
taking advantage of President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev’s policy
of glasnost, or openness, to
demand greater autonomy from
Moscow in their cultural, economic and political affairs.

VOTEVOTEVOTEVOTEVOTE
VOIEVWOIIEVCIIEV(JIEVCILE

1 TODAY

S7UUY FOR ONE YEAR OR K I R ONE OR TWO TERMS IN

I TODAY

I

TODAY’S MENU
LUNCH
DINNER
Chicken Vegetable Soup
SoupduJour
Beef with Broccoli
Cream of Tomato Soup
Breaded Veal w/Milanaise
Baked Macaroni &
Cheddar Cheese
Sauce
Casserole
VM-Cheese Stuffed
Meatball Sub w/Cheese
Cabbage
Sandwiches: Corned Beef,
Steamed Rice
Chicken Salad, Tuna
Egg Noodles
Salad
Mixed Vegetables
Cauliflower
Zucchini & Onions
Shoestring Potatoes Whole Wheat Dinner Rolls
Cold Cake w/Orange Plain or Rocky Mountain
Pineapple Frosting
Chocolate Brownie

OXFORD
INTERN IN
WASHINGTON, LONDON

\

Remembering ...

Paul Robeson:
A Celebration of Greatness

In Words and Music

TYPES OF CARS SERVICED:
Monday, April 10
Noon to. 1:OO p.m.
Goddard Chapel

TOYOTA
HONDA
SUBARU
MITSUBISHI
HYUNDAI
ACURA

COLT
CARAVAN
MERCEDES
VOLKSWAGEN
AUDI
ALL AMERICAN
MAKES

Sponsored by:
The African American Center
The University Chaplaincy
The Black Men’s Group

10% OFF YOUR FIRST VISIT

488-3800
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GINSBERG JACOBSON

centinued from page
tance of maintaining good personal
relations with the Administration.
“Lobbying for that would have
twisted the arm of the Administration and probably would have had
an adverse effect.It doesn’t always
pay to lobby, like some people think.
Part of it is politics,” he said.
3) “I would deal with the conflict
by looking at the bigger picture
which is not always available to my
whole constituency and representing them as I was elected to do,” he
said.
For example, Ginsberg said, “if
the majority of the campus were to
express an interest in getting TLGBC
removed from campus... I would
probably not follow that because
our university is meant to be diverse.
“However, if the majority of
studentsfelt thatacertain organization shouldn’t be funded at a certain
level, or should be funded at a certain level, and they hadal1 the information, and they were in tune with
policy and why the policy exists
then I would probably vote with the
majority,” he added.

continued from page 3
to gain support for a cause.
“You have to force the Administrator responsible to confront the
issue, and in the most diplomatic
way possible, force that person to
come to some sort of agreement
with you or some sort of compromise. That’s how things are
achieved,” he said.
3) Jacobson said that voting on an
issue
there is a conflict of
- ~ where
.
interest depends on “degrees of
opinion.’’

WALSH
continued from page 3---

“If I didn’t agree on an issue but
I wasn’t passionateinmy disagreement and the rest of the university
agreed with the decision, I would
agree with it. But if it was something that I was unbelievably opposed to and there was no way I
could go against my own values, I
wouldn’t vote in the Senate meeting against it,” he said.

continued from page
stead is seen as encouragement.
“If something is established in
the Administration then they’re
vested in taking a role in it. It doesn’t
become the Administration saying
we’ll do this for you -- it’s the
students saying ‘we did this for
ourselves, and thanks for helping
us. We’re going to make this work,”’
he said.
3) “IfIfeltextremelystronglyone
way...and if I was presented with a
majority
petition, or a clear win on
.
. -

RICHARDSON
continued from page 3
that they will coke-to the Senate
and that they know that the Senate
will actively research the issue and
not only that but go directly to the
Administration,” she said.
3) “When voting on the issue I
would have to vote with the students. That’s very inlportant to me
that senators be accountable,”
Richardson said.
She said that it was important

areferendum,Iwouldvoteagainst
my conscience,” Lagasse said.
“In the case of where there is a
clear majority support on wnpus,
for any constituency, whether that
be the fraternities,ProfessorTai, Or
MASSPIRG, then the senate has a
responsibility as elected representatives to approve those things as
long as it is within their limits.’’
He suggested that it is the Senate’s responsibility when they see a
problem to reach out to the constituency and encourage them to
voice their opinions.

GROSSMAN

continued from page 3
T
said.
3) “Alotoftimesthereisaconflict
in terms of voting on somethingwith your constituentsbut what you
have to realize is that the constituents a lot of times don’t see the full
picture.
“In terms of a conflict of interest a lot of the constituents themselves have a conflictbecause they
only look at it in terms of the organization they’re involved in,” she
said.
Grossman stressed that a lot
depended on the specific issue that
ity and minority but what I think in is being addressed.
the long run will work out the best,
“The Senate has to look at evif you look at it that way, in most eryone and not just the one issue
cases you can satisfy the majority that is before them at the time,” she
and protect the minority.”
wid.

that senators do their best to find
out what amajority opinion is onan
issue in order to act in accordance
with it.
“Certainly I have my own ideas,
but I think what’s important as a
senator is to represent the student
body and when the student body
speaks out on an issue it’s important that the Senate act on their
behalf,” she said.

Walsh said that the majority
opinion should be thq prevailing
one but it is not the only one and all
sides should be considered before
making a decision.
“I have been elected for my
own views and I feel that the student body entrusts me with the
possibility of making decisions when
the time comes and thinks that I
have a good enough sense of the
general opinion.
“If I was that convinced of a continued from page 3
majority position I would accom“I think I might have made a
modate
my
position
to
it,”
he
said.
mistake
in trying to pass a resolucontinued from page 3--tion too soon,” she said. Instead,
with many top administrators this
she said, she was finally able to
semester.
reach
an agreement with the Ad3) “I would very much so have to continued from page
ministration
on the issue by going
balance my responsibility to the --- get people to talk about the isstudents and my personal feelings. sues and then let the studentscome back and meeting with the AdminiBut I feel that I am getting elected to the flax and say ‘here’s one stration to discuss their concerns.
3) “I think that as an electedrepre- continued from page 3
for who I am and for what I believe thing we can do.”’
sentative I have a higher degree of
“It’s much easierto advocateon
in,” he said.
3) “This is the way I resolve that responsibility for examining issues added.
Bonarrigo specifically suggested behalf of somethingwhich I myself
“I have been out-voted by the I’m going to represent my larger
senatequite a bit, because I haven’t interests,but I’m going to do it not and looking into all sides and I have settingup educationalprogramsfor wouldalsostronglyfeelfor,butitis
gone with popular opinion in the necessarily by voting always in a responsibility to respect the mi- students about the issues that the not my role as an elected representative to go against that majority
senatefor a while. I don’tapologize accordance with what they want. nority as well as the majority,” Senate deals with.
Shields said.
opinion
expressed by my constitu3)
“An
elected
representative’s
role
for that,” he said.
The way I’m going to represent
One example she gave of an is to represent his or her constitu- ency,” she said.
Conroy said that he does try to them is by giving them an opportu“Finding out what they feel is
vote as he thinks his constituency nity tovoice theirconcem,”Akula instance where might she would ency and I stand firm by that,”
vote against the majority would be Bonarrigosaid. “I wouldvote with paramount, for any decision to be
would want him to, and that he is said.
issues involvingrace. “I know that the constituency.”
made,” she added.
willing to share his opinions with
Akula feels that it is his obligaanyone who wants to talk to him. tion to bring opposing viewpoints I strongly believe that there should
be some sort of class that freshman
to the senate floor.
are required to take for race aware“If that case arose, first I would ness.. I do believe that a majority of
need to talk to students and figure thepeoplemightnotagreewithme.
continued from page 3
out what is it that I don’t know that
3) “You’re put in an uwsual posi- they do, and if I still disagree, then However, as an individual concerned
tion when the m;i,xity of your give them the opportunity to come withthatIwouldhave tokeepfightconstituency wants one thing and on the floor and make their point ing,” she said.
“I don’t always think of majoryou don’t necessarily agree. My known,” he said.
first inclination is to say that when
you are elected you’re elected to
make decisions that you feel are in
the best interestsof the community continued form page 6 and it.shard to say that somethingis with landlords and student rights, son of restrict some free speech.
in the best interest of the commu- and there are many more issues. The question is should students as
nity if the community doesn’t nec- That has to be added to these. The individualsand as protected by the
essarily agree, and so that’s when committee would hope to answer constitution to express their opinyou have to weigh the costs and the some of the questions students have. ion, let it be homophobia, sexism,
It should give guidance where to racism, or whatever. I personally
benefits,” she said.
“I would speak to my constitu- go and how to do it ... There are feel that students should have the
right to say whatever they want.,
4
ents and try to reach a compromise problems we are running into.
however they want it. But I am
if one is availablebetween my views
3) “We’re a private institution first against sexism and remarks that
and their views
and then make the decision that I of all, and Wts University as stated hurt people or are offensive.”
really felt was in the best interestof in the Pachyderm has the right to
thecommunityandnotjust my own
sounds interestingto p l l ,
We have a unique oppiirtu- iiiaybe a teacher. a mechanic.
or a recent college graduate.
iiiaybe you’re the person we’re
nity Cor someone very special.
opinion,” she said.
We need son:eone to join
looking ford4 Peace Corps
Achancc lo spend tuv
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Weneedsomeone
with theconfidence
ota surgeon,
the dedicationof
amarathoner
and
thecourageof
an eqlorer.

p r s in anollicr country.To live
and work in aiiollicrculture.To
lcnrn a new languageand acquire
new skills.

over 5,oOO people already
volunteer. Find out. Call us a1
working in 60devcloping coun- ( ~ . , l l ~ r i6175655555
)
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tries around the world. ’bhclp
people live better lives.
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“You also have to respect the
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Events
Attention Senior Women:

Hae’s to you, roomie! I hope you
had a great 19th! You want a
grape? Love, Deb

THIS IS YOUR LAST
CHANCETOBEA
KIDS DAY GROUP
LEADER!

Pegatha-

Call
Lauren or
Scott at
381-3090

No special reason.- Just felt like
saying hi! You’ll love London.
but I’ll miss you...Here’s to an
awesome summa in F’hilly!
Love. Lise

Tinta,

II

I love you more than you will
ever know.

Me

II

Kids Day is this Saturday. April
15th and we still need more, enthusiastic, fun. people to be
group leadm. If you are interested, you must come to the
meeting on Thursday, April
13th. at 7pm i
m Braker 001. Any
questions- Pam 629-8661 or
S u a 629-8924

*MANDATORY KIDS
DAY GROUP LEADER
MEETING*
Evayone who signed up at the
previous meeting and anyone
who just decided that they want
to be group leaders for KIDS
DAY- which is this Saturday,
April 15th- must come to the
meeting on Thursday, April 13th
at 7pm in Braka 001. Any qucstions- Pam 629-8661 or Suzy
629-8924

Worried about the real world?
A panel of Tufts Alums will talk
about their transition from
Tufts into the working world at
a NETWORD LUNCHEON,Tuesday 4/11, 11:30-1:00, Zamparelli Room, Campus Center.

FREDERICK
WISEMAN
World-Renowned Documentary
filmmaker will speak and s m
his film. HIGH SCHOOL, as pan
of the EX COLLEGE 25th Anniversary Lecture Series. Monday,
April 10, Bamum 104. 7:oOpm.

HEADING FOR
EUROPE THIS
SUMMER (OR
ANYTIME)?
Ja there for no more

than $160

with AIRHITM as reported in
Consumer Repom, NY Ties,
Lct’s Go. Newsday, Good Housekeeping, and national neworit
morning shows. For details. call
212-864-2000
or
writc
AIRHITCH, 2901 Broadway,
suite 100s. NY, NY 10025

1
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For Sale
'80 AUDI 5OOOT TURBO
Excellent condition with new
eagle GT and M+S tires, new
transmission.
Shift lock installed. Loaded with AC/PB/PS/
Heated seats and more. Only
50,800 miles. WJOO/BO. Call
396-3655.

THE AUDIO
CONNECTION
returns! Now in its 14th s e m ta, the Audio Connection offen
the Tufts Community unbelievable savings on all major brands
of new s t ~ e oequipment Locatcd right on campus, we list
complae systems and every conceivable component at discounts
even be~ter thin "sales" at local
and New York stores, all with
full manufacturers warantees.
Maxell XLII tapes are $1.99 each
in cases of 11 ($2.19 individually) and TDKs are in stock. Call
Otis now at 6664869 for more
infomation. THE AUDIO CONNECTION!!!

SPRINGSTEEN:
Rare and live recordings, studio
outtakes, all on tape. Send selfaddressed sramped envelope to:
R.R.
154 Riverside Ave,
Medford, MA 02155 for a complete listing.

FUTONS FOR SALE
FRAMES,COVERS, Direst from
Factory! Futons Are 8 inches
thick and handmade. Full Cotton
$89; Full CottonlFoam $119;
Otha sizes available. Free D e
livery! CALL 629-2339 or 6292802

NEWTON TRAVEL
SERVICE
The only wave1 agency with a
Certified Travel Agent ONCAMPUS. Plan early for your
international travel- we have
the greatest access to special
fares of any agency. Call 62997 80

Housing

**SPECTACULAR
SUMMER SUBLET**
for a Special price!
3 super
moms. SUMY kitchen, sparkling
bathroom. sun tanning porch,
spacious living room, located on
silent end of Conwell Ave.
Avail. June-Aug. The best price
around!
Please call SOON!
Heather at 629-8316 (leave message)

WANTED:
3-bedroom summer sublet, near
Tufts. $Soohno. or less, prefaably mid-May to Aug., but we are
willing to be flexible. Call
Martha 396-6259

Sublet for Summer.
Large 3 4 person Aparbnent w/
kitchen, living room, porch,
backyard, basement. parking,
hardwood floors. 5 min. walk IO
campus. Amustsec! Call Doug
or Tom at 629-9387.

Apartment for Rent.
Pattially furnished. 100 meters
to campus. $6Zhonth. Has
kitchen, bath. bedroom, living
room, and panuy. Available eithe May 1st or June 1st Call
either Mike 391-6745 or Craig
391-4736.

GREAT PLACE FOR 5!
Newly-renovated
apartment
with 5 large bedrooms, two new
bathrooms, large living room,
dining and beautiful fully-applianced oak kitchen. Located on
Watson St. corner Broadway,
easy wlk to Tufts. Avail. Jun. 1,
1989. Rent $1700hnonth. Call
Marvin before lopm 924-0346

SWIMMING POOL!!!
2 sublettors wanted for 2
singles 45 seconds .in back of
Carmichael (if you're slow).
Swimming Pool (in-ground)
Rice negotiable. Call Rich or
Bill or Dave: 629-8473.

INCREDIBLE
SUMMER AND
SPRING HOUSING
Need one or two people for summ a and one person for Spring
'90.
Beautiful accomodations
and great condition. Practically
on campus.
Furnished, wood
floors, 4-br wkitchen, refrigerator, air cond, living and spare
room.
Price very negotiable.
Call 629-9081 or 629-9131.

Large duplex apartment
PERFECT PAD
Air conditioned. 3 bdrm, spacious, balcony, off street parking, dryer, dishwasher, virtually on campus, Powderhouse
Blvd. Sublet for JuneAug. Negotiable. Great deal. Call 6298945

*SUMMER SUBLET
AVAILABLE*
2 rooms available in large apt.
across the street from campus.
near Fletcher field. Partially
furnished, living room, dining
room, kitchen, washeddryer,
backyard and parking. Available
June through Aug. Rice negotiable. Call 629-8398 or 6298964.

FREE ROOM AND
BOARD
In a beautiful house in exchange
for babysitting. Close to campus. Use of car. Own room and
bath. Starr May or Sept. Call
391- 197 1.

NEWLY
REDECORATED
APARTMENTS
Well-kept
building
near
Malden Center T. 5 min. from
Tu& by T. laundry facilities.
cats allowed. 1 bedroom from
$590. dmonth lease available.
Call 566-2713.

Looking for a
Roommate?
I'm desperately looking for
housing for next year. Call anytime, the sooner the better. Call
629-8905 and ask for Matt.

Summer SubletPowderhouse Square
5 B h . , modem kitchen, fireplace, 2 baths. Must see. $280
per person, negotiable.
Many
extras. Call 629-8495 or 6299561

*SUMMER SUBLET*
1 Bedmom available with attached porch and large closet in
spacious 3 bedroom apt. on BasMI Ave. Also option to rent for
next year. $3300 a month. Call
6284762 and leave a message.

in 2 family house, 4 bedrooms,
living room, dining room, eatin-kitchen, new bathroom, backyard, porches, wee-lined street,
4 minute walk to Tufts, lease, no
pets, no smokas. $12OOhonth.
Please call 227-8000 (Monday
thru Friday DAYS) or 969-3075
EVENINGS

AMAZING SUMMER
SUBLET!
2-3 people for 5 rm apartment.
Available May I-Aug 15. $850
per month wrprkg.
Call Lisa
629-8072

1 Room available for 8990
in beautiful 5 room apartment.
Looking for non-smoking female. Prkg. Call Lisa 629-8072

Summer Sublet
Roomy 3 bedroom apt on Boston
Ave. Plenty of parking room and
quia.
Looking for 850honth
for June, July and August starting June 1st. Call 629-8470
anytime (leave message if not in)

*GREAT ROOMS*
5 Bedrooms in large house near
campus. CHEAP! Zbathmorns 2
living rooms, nice kitch., large
driveway. Available June 14ug.
Call 629-8365 or 6299198

*CLOSE COLLEGE
AVE APT*
Available for summer sublet.
Four-bedroom
apt.
washer/
dryer and garbage disposal!
Great Location! Good condition.
Call Laurie or Jodi 776-6849

SUBLET WANTED
2 responsible women looking
for S U ~ Rsublet 6/1-8/31 or
thereabouts. Apt. or room in
house O.K. Will care for plants
and pets. Call and leave message
til lOpm 868-7846

ONE ROOM
AVAILABLE
in 3 bedroom apartment. la'g"
rooms, bright and SUMY, 1 mmute to Memorial Steps, neat nonsmoking male or female. $3251
month. Call Sham at 396-9543

SUMMER SUBLET
Great Location! Next to Hill
3
Hall on University Ave.
bdrms, kitchen, living room,
dining room and bath. Free parking. Available June 1 thru August 31. Call 391-8679

Sublet, Fall '89
Terrific location! Looking for a
female Mn-smoker to share w. 2
other females. Large apartment
located next to Hill Hall on
Univasity Ave.
Free parking.
Call 391-8679

*SUMMER SUBLET*
4 BRRbsth.
apt.
Large,
Must see.
Call k o a F.

2 floor, carpeted
furnished rooms.
Avail. May-Scpt.
629-8324

SUMMER SUBLET
Mid-May to Mid-August, Lrg
room in 5 bdrm house. Fully
furnished. Washerldryer. 5 min
walk to Davis or Porter, IO min
to Campus. Lvnrm, huge kitchen,
parking.
b290hnonth. U.N.I.
Call Deb. 625-5838

Spacious Summer Sublet
WlPOOL!
4-5 BR. newly .renovated bathroom, washeddryer, 2 parking
spaces, liv. room, din. room,
kitchen. Located on Winthrop.
Lease June-August. Rent negotiable.
Call Kathryn at 6298567. P.S. We were just kidding
about the pool

NEED A PLACE TO
LIVE FOR NEXT
SPRING?
Two people looking

to split a
lease or sublet in an awesome,
spacious house. Great location.
Call Mike or Mark at 629-9534
and leave a message.

GREAT SUMMER
SUBLET
1 4 room available in beautiful 2
floor apartment located bet w m - Tufts Campus and Davis
Square. Partly furnished. Has
living room, dining room, eat in
kitchen and one bathroom. Rice
negotiable. Call Laurie at 6668972 or Erika or Kate at 3965380

WHEN DO YOU NEED
TO SUBLET???
Summer? Spring? Both times are
available. Look at this great
offer. 2 floors 2 phone lines, 4
single rooms, living room, dining room, den, large kitchen,
back and front porches, great
location, excellent bargain. One
person, two people, or fouranyone should call!
Contact
immediately- Dina 629-8972,
Aryn 629-8064, or Lori at 6298110. Don't Hesitate!!!

FOR SALE
$169,000. 3 bed colonieal.
Owner relocating to Fia. Entrymodem eat-in kitchen with dishwasher,
modern
bath,
washer.dryer,
refrigerator,
patio furniture and screen house
to stay, thermo pane windows
220 wiring, taxes
throughout.
1200. heating-gas forced hot air.
9 Norton Ave, 10 min. from
Tufts. Open house Sun, lpm.
Call Ron 617-326-9096

SUMMER SUBLET
1 large bedroom available for
July and August in spacious,
newly remodeled 4-bedroom
apartment Two full baths, sun
porch. Fully furnished. Close to
campus. Affordable. Please call
3%-8042 and leave a message

SUMMER SUBLET
AVAILABLE
3 large bedrooms available from
June to August in spacious,
newly remodeled 4-bedroom
apartment. Two full baths, sun
porch, fully furnished, close to
campus, affordable.
Call 3918578 and leave a message.

Services

Legible fare typing and
word processing service

***YOUR DREAM
JOB***
A fvst impression away. Call
now for a professionally writM and customdesigned m m e
at the lowest price in Boston.
FIRST IMPRESSION RESUME
227-5001

FREE SERVICE
We'll take your blood at no expense and even feed and entenain
you. MOR April IO (11-5) in the
Campus Cenler, Tues. April 11
(1-7) in the Campus Center,
Wed. April
12 (1-7) in
Carmichael. Call Danielle at
629-8420 for info.

Resumes, Papers, Theses. All
projects laser printed and available on diskette for future revision, reprinting, or storage.
Fast, accurate, confidential. Free
pick up and delivery. Call (508)
777-2322

GET THE INTERVIEW
YOU WANT FOR THE
JOB YOU WANT
Your resume is the key! Resumes
developed that highlight your
marketable skills and experience. Most people have m a e
than they realize Professional
R m e Servict Barbara Weinbag, LCSW- 623-8959- Davis
Square. Som. Free initial consultation.

Typing, Word processing,
Editing

Wanted

(word perfect 5.0) Reasonable
Call 625-2489

rates.

CLINICAL PSYCH
JUNIORS
Important info meeting about
next year's internships (PSY
181-182). Thursday April 13,
230, in Rescarch Bldg. Room C.
Please tell everyone you know!

LASER TYPESET
RESUMES!
Getting a good job or intanship
begins with having an impressive
resum. For $14.99 you get 10
laser typeset resumes and semester long computer storage. 2 day
m i c e and convenient on campus
location.
Come examine our
work at no obligation. Call 6298762 and leave a message.

NUTRITION
COUNSELING
Professional Nutritionist specializing in ueatment of eating
disorders and weight manageanorexia, bulimia, comment
pulsive. overeating, weight loss,
weight gain. Back Bay Boston,
near Copley Square. 262-7111.
~

WORDPERFEC"

.

Word processing SP' .ce, low
rates, spelling ar punctuation
check. clear ' .adwritten OK,
PICKUP Ah-., DELIVERY! Call
Dorothy at 617489-2360.

TYPING OR WORD
PROCESSING
SERVICE. 395-5921
Student Papers, Theses, Grad
School Applications, GraduarJ
Faculty Projects, Tape Transcription, Resumes, Multiple
Latas,etc. on IBM. Reasonable
Rates. Serving Tufts students
and faculty for ten years. Five
minutes from Tufts. CALL 3955921. ASK H ) R FRAN.

TYPING SERVICE
Typiq m i c e . Theses, manuswipts, term papers, reports,
resumes, cover letters, pasonalized letters, envelopes, and
general typing.
Quick service
and reasonable rates. Call Pat at
492-2744

CMT WORD
PROCESSING
SERVICES
will input thesis, resumes, pasonalized letters, manuscripts
and tcrm papers into an IBM
computer and print out letter
quality. Various software used.
$1 .50-$2.00/pg.
FREE on-campus delivery. Call CHER 6285439.

WORD PROCESSLNGFast, accurate, dependable
night emergency service
able. 15 years experience.
up and delivery available.
Carol 625-1 150/623-0590

overavailPick
Call:

SUMMER JOBS
---Central America Outreach
Canvass. 4-lopm wkdays, Sat
12-5pm.
$40-$80/day. Full or FT, Summ a or Year round. Call Marian
at CASA in Harvard Square, 4928699.

SUMMER JOBS TO
SAVE ENVIRONMENT
Earn

$2500-$3500. National
campaign positions to pass clean
air act, stop toxic pollution,
tighten pesticide controls and
promote comprehensive recycling, available in 18 states and
D.C. Interviews on campus 41
18,19,20. Call Joe at 617-2924810

The Void needs new
booklng/promotions
directors for summer and
beyond.
No experience necessary, will
win. Loads of fun, will bc drug
tested. Call 629-9660 or 629-

9655.

Seeking Part-Time
Summer Job?
The 1n.ternational Center is
looking for a responsible student who'd enjoy working with
intunational people.
For this
job, compuler knowledge would
be helpful. Approx. 15-25/hrS/
week. Ideal for Summer Session
students!
Work Study prefared. If interested, please contact Maria at the Centex at 3813458.

*French Research
Assistantship this
Sum m er :
history Professor writing
book on Renoir and Jmpressionist seeks research assistant who
is French or bilingual and is excellent typist (minimum 50
wpm). Job is typing, word processing, research, compondece,
and translation $7 an hour, 35
hours per week for 8 weeks this
summer. Please call Prof. White
at . 381-3567.
Art

CAMP COUNSELORS
Come w a k for an accredited 3camp organization in the Pocono
Mountains of Pa.
Positions
available in: Tennis, Archery,
Waterfront (W.S.1.).
Drarnatics,
Office
Administration,
Computers, Radio, Arts &
crafu, Nature, Athlaics, Jewelry,
Photography,
Dance,
Wrestling, Cooking, Adventurc/Challenge
Course, Film
Making, Camp Drivers. Season;6LZd - 8/20. Call 800-533C A M P (215-887-9700) or write
$07 Benson Fa% Jenkintown,
PA 19046.

COUNSELORS
Prestigious wed Berkshire, MA
sucamp seck skilled college juniors, seniors and grads.
WSI,
Tennis,
Sailing,
Windsurfing, Waterski. Canoe,
Athletics, Aerobics, Archery,
Golf,
Gymnastics.
Fitness/
Weight Training, A m and
Crafts, Photography.
Silver
Jewelry, Thearre, Piano, Dance,
Stagflech, Computer, Science,
Rocketry,
Camping,
Video,
Woodworking,
Newspaper.
Have a rewarding and enjoyable
summer. Call anytime! CAMP
TACONIC 1-800-762-2820

MUSIC AND SPORTS
CAMP

and learning about the animal
health field the Stoneham Animal Hospital has a job for you.
No experience necessary. Work
12-20 hours a week in our health
and maintenance dept Job includes handling animals, assisting doctors and more. For more
info call Sandy 438-7200.

All Spom, Lake, Pool, Jetski &
Waterski, Video, Radio, Drama,
Computers, and more! CAMP
AKIBA A GREAT SUMMER!
Call Student Employment 3813573.

*SENIORS*
Arc you looking to get rid of old
bedroon furniture at the end of
the semester? I am looking to
buy a full size plalform bed, or a
full size mawess, and a desk.
Make plans to get rid of it now so
you don't have to wony later!
Call 625-5590 and ask for
Shelley.
To the students who picked 224
and 229 Carmichael in the room
selection lottery pn Tuesday,
April 4, Please stop by the Housing Office with your BLUE cards.

STUDENTS STORE
YOUR STUFF

WAhTED: People With
Blood.

The International House (Davies
House, 13 Sawyer Ave.) is looking for two international females to fdl a double. Applications are available at the International Center, 1st floor
Ballou Hall. If you need more
information, call the Center at
381-3458

Store: cycles, books, clothes,
trunks, fumiture, stuff!! Special student rates for summer
storage. As low as $35/mnth.
Moving
services
available.
Heated, alarmed, sprinkled.
Middledale Self-Storage Company. 120 Tremont SI. Everea
389-5550

We know you're out there.
Please spare an hour of your time
this coming weed to donate just
one tiny pint of blood (Look for
our Daily ad for dates and rimes).
We'll give you lots of cheeze-its
and c h i p a m and you can watch
heavy m d on MTV!! Call 3813643 for info.

~

hr plus expenses. Great experience and fun. Call WAVE PROMOTIONS leave message for
Jana, (617) 254-1556

Superior PA Camp Seeks
Counselors & Specialists

STILL LOOKING FOR
HOUSING?

7

Sat. and Sun. Must have car. $81

If you are interested in
working with animals

We want your blood.
Mon.
April 10 (11-5) in the Campus
ctr, Tues. April 11 (1-7) in the
C.C.. and Wed. (1-7) in
Camichael. For more info about
the blood drive call the LCS office at 381-3643.

Large spacious apartment 4
bdrms fully furnished, 1 b!ock
from campus, for infon.ta;ion
call 396-1856.

Enthusiastic person for
in-store sampling and
marketing programs.

Work next-year as the Expaimental College intern! Stop by
the Ex. College ofice for more
info and an application.

Thesis or term papers got you
down? Call the best word pro0
essing service in town. Deadlines
no problem, reasonable rates,
give us your ty 'ng - you'll have
more time for dates! Conveniently located at 2 Forest Street
in Medford Square. Copies, nomy, pickup and delivery and
FAX services. MCNISA accepted.
CALL JANICE 395-0004

*SUMMER SUBLET*

If you have just one free hour
bHwwn 11-6 on Monday, 1-8 on
Tuesday or 1-8 on Wednesday,
call Daniellle at 629-8420. (PS.
Please give blood, too)

in Southern Maine has current
openings for waterfront director (WSVALS required), drama
director, waterfront and sports
counselors, prep cook, dining
hall supervisor. Contact James
Saltman, Camp Encore/Coda,
Arlington, 641-3612.

Seniors: Looking for a
full-time, paid position in
an academic setting?

ROOM SELECTION
THE PROCESSED
WORD

WORK AT THE BLOOD
DRIVE

HEY YOU! YES, YOU!

SUMMER PAINTERS
WANTED
If you are going to be in the
Medford area this summer and
would like to earn $5-8 an hour
while working on your tan, call
391-7366 and leave a message for
Kelley.

WANTED!
MOTIVATED,
CREATIVE
INDIVIDUALS
to work with professional staff

coordinating and

implementing

program for studem and professionals from all over the
world! The Conference Bureau
still has summer positions available for Conference Facilitators
and Residential Counselors. Information packeu and applications available at the Conference
Bureau, 108 Packard Ave. or call
381-3568/(ext.3568).

COUNSELORS
WANTED
Girls camp in Maine. Excellent
salary, room & board, travel allowances. Beautiful modem facilities, must love children and
be able to teach one of the folsailing,
lowing: Swim (%'SI),
canoeing,
waterski,
dance,
drama. T o p s , CamPCran. gymrtastics, computer. Call the Directors of Camp Matoaka at
(407)488-6363 or contact Debbie at 629-8668.
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BROADWAY

aBRoADwA
Convenient Store in One!

Sandluich Shop

A Restaurant &
Pizza & Subs & Calzone

623-5363

I

C0IlM;E

AVENUE

Everything is Homemade

Full Deli Selection -over 100 Meats & Cheeses to choose from
p i i ~ - - - - - - ~ r n q

Salad Bar
Dinner Buffet

I

THE BEST PARTY
I
I PUTTERS IN TOWN I

I
I
I

I

I

25% OFF ALL PARTY
PLATI'ERSFORALLTUFTS
FRATERNITIES* SORORITIES
& ORGANIZATIONS OR ANY
STUDENT WITH TUFTS ID

II
I

I
I
I

&DDDD-------.I

-

TAKE OUT & SIT DOWN
FREE DELIVERY TO TUFTS
7 1 1 Broadway, Somerville, MA.
Mon - Fri 8:30 - 10 Sat 8:30 - 6 Sun 10 - 6

Subscriptions

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

MAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by Henri Arnold and Bob Lee
Unscramblethese four Jumbles,
one letter to each square, to form
four ordinaw words.

Hundreds of Parents and Alumni now receive each
week's issues mailed home in a convenient weekly package.

NAME:

ADDRESS
STATE

ZIP
Enclose Check made out to The Tufs Doily.
Send order form to:

Tufts oaity
Miller 11d1
Medford MA 02155
Subscriplion DepL

$IS Pcr SW~CIIC~ (Exp. 6/89)
SZS Rr year (Exp. 1/90)

WHAT THE FISHING
ENTHUSIAST W A S .

Quote of the Day

TRAFOC

Kx;

"She bet me $50, she had a better body
than you, and I had to defend your
honor."
L

D 19L1 Cn,nn.rl*
"mtt,h,,,M
h" LI",."IUI"II...

"We're here, Eric! Antarctica!
the world!"

,.*,,,-

..,*"ln,.

1
5
10
14
15
I6
17
18
19
20
22
24
26

by Bill Watterson

27
30
35
36
37
38
39
43
44

46
47
49
51

52

. .-

53
,55
59

63

Doonesbury
THANK5 FOR WMING

&JWIE. ION'T

JBLYiHOWML/w

..

lJ5MEANT7DME.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
ANDX HW!JC%N I
HELP YOU l?#ZXJCiV
THIS ? IS iWR& ANY-

mi,w I

m LW
/

I JOAN&.
I

Now arrame the circled letters lo
form the s;rpriSe answer, as suggested by the above cartoon.

RSA M A F H OF F a r 7Ht% IS,
YOU f5JW GIVE ME
5mlHHlNG VERY pwlcws,

I
I

I

Jumbles: VAPOR JUMPY PAUPER YEARLY
Answer: The beginning of a dog's life mi ht start when
someone experiences this-PJPPY LOVE

The Daily Commuter Puzzle

Y

Calvin and Hobbes

Yesterday's

... Bottom of

bv Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY

I

(Answers tomorrow)

+-lo

T. Berenger explaining to his girlfriend why he cheated
on her in 'MajorLeague.'
-13 Emery

I

I

64
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

ACROSS
Asked
Noted
Heap
Black to poets
Home
Land expanse
Nautical term
Apple drink
Consumer
imaglnary sea
creature
Tell a story
Bay
Maiden name
word
Strike out
Purple
vegetable
Licorice
flavoring
Flsh eggs
Bandy words
Bath fixture
Lower In rank
Sch. org.
Makes booboos
1002
Hold up
Certain
aircraft
Wall sections
Sped
Paper packs
Far out
Helps
Algerian port
Zlppy tastes
Aim
Be In a choir
M. Zoia
Mrs. Nick
Charles
Fruit drlnks
Bargain times
Winter fallout
DOWN
Smile broadly
Proficient
Activist
Antagonists
Easy
Stay
Up-to-theminute

01989 Trlbune Media Services. Inc.
All RlQhIs Reserved

04110189

Saturdav's Puzzle Solved:

8 Adam's abode
9 Not of sound
mlnd
10 Honors won
Major
11
12 Come together
13 Peel
21 Paid to play
23 Dem.'s foe
25 Dog
27 Social
engagements
20 Harden: var.
29 Zodlac slgn
31 Gazelle
32 Adam's
33 Of blrth
34 Salvers
40 ArlseS
41 Card game
42 Cheeses
45 Jumps
4" Navy men
50 Varnish
ingredient
51 Goes by
54 National bird

-

-

04110189
r

55 Ms Ponselle
56 Very dry
57 Copenhagen
man
58 Priest

60 In the near
future
61 Poi base
62 Cabbage dish
65 Zilch
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